Mindfulness in
Early Addiction Recovery

You can’t stop the waves, but
you can learn to surf
Jon Kabat-Zinn

“Practising mindfulness doesn’t eliminate
pain and misfortune, but it will make you happier in
several ways. It will put you in touch with simple
pleasures and momentary joys that you may have been
overlooking. It will show you how to find meaning and
purpose by acting on your deepest values and most
important goals, even when it’s stressful, difficult, or
painful to do so. It will help you find inner strength
and peace of mind in the midst of serious adversity. It
will wake you up to the experience of being alive.”

Ruth Baer, Practising Happiness, 2014
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Introduction
How to use this manual
This is a manual of one-hour-long groups designed as a rolling programme for those in early
addiction recovery.
Before delivering it, it’s important to read the programme notes (p*) and session outline (p*), to
ensure you have a feel for the programme and an understanding of how a session is formatted.
Then each group (from p* onwards) has a page of intentions and notes to help you with that specific
group, followed by the session outline, and then worksheets and handouts for giving out. If you
have printed the whole manual, you should be able to pull out and photocopy the necessary pages
for each group as you do it.
There are intentions and sample scripts for meditations from p*.
Finally, there are poems, handouts of the what and why of mindfulness for recovery, the SOBER
breathing space, and a sheet to help you keep track of which groups you’ve done from p*.
Background and Development
Mindfulness in Early Addiction Recovery (MEAR) has been developed in SMART Howard House*
(SHH) detoxification unit in East Oxford, England, a ten-bedded residential unit for people
detoxing from alcohol and/or opioids, and often other substances too. SHH is funded by Oxford
City Council, and admits people for approximately twelve weeks, while they undergo medical
reduction/ detoxification at a comfortable pace, alongside a therapeutic group-work programme
which includes mindfulness, and one-to-one support from a key-worker, with optional counselling
sessions. Residents are referred by the community addiction services, meaning there is a wide range
of people, from those who have been homeless for some time, to those who have careers and
families.
Many mindfulness programmes for addiction are designed for those later in their recovery journeys,
often requiring a certain level of stability before they start, and there is scepticism about doing it
this early, especially during a medical withdrawal from substances. In SHH people are at different
stages of their detoxes in any one session, there are new admissions and discharges most weeks, and
people are not always motivated to attend sessions. The sessions are mandatory: people agree to
take part when they come in for detox, but it can often be the last thing they feel like doing as their
detox progresses. They may have trauma histories which can make it very difficult for them to sit
with their experience, and they can find they have emerging undiagnosed mental health,
neurological or cognitive problems, which may have been masked by substance use for many years.
Therefore adaptations are needed to existing mindfulness courses, which tend to be closed groups,
and can involve inviting people to sit in silence for up to 40 minutes at a time.
A rolling version of Mindfulness-Based Relapse Prevention1 (MBRP) was developed and
researched by Devin Ashwood2, and adaptations to MBSR for lower-income women pre-recovery
were made by Vallejo & Amaro3: these people and others have paved the way in exploring rolling
programmes for a diverse group, and for those earlier in the recovery journey, but it is still a very
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young area of development and research. Motivational elements have been woven into this course,
and it has been designed to be as safe and sensitive to trauma or emerging mental health problems
as possible, whilst still enabling those who take part to learn valuable lessons. Research is being
carried out into these two elements – acceptability and effectiveness - which should be published in
2021 and has been funded by the Society for the Study of Addiction. Another piece of research into
an adapted version of the programme is also going to be carried out in Belgium.

Acknowledgements
This programme has borrowed from a myriad of sources, to whom I am very grateful. It is
underpinned by MBRP1, as well as:


Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy4 (MBCT);



Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction5 (MBSR);



Mindfulness-Based Addiction Recovery6 (MBAR);



Trauma-Sensitive Mindfulness7.

Elements from the following have been used with gratitude for relevant parts of the programme:


Mindfulness-Oriented Recovery Enhancement8 (MORE);



Dialectical Behaviour Therapy9 (DBT);



Eye Movement Desensitisation and Reprogramming10 (EMDR);



Mindful Self-Compassion11 (MSC);



SAMHSA’s anger groupwork programme12;



My Live Well with Pain13.



Vidyamala Burch’s work14.
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Sharing
This resource is freely available for practitioners to use, as long as adequately trained in
mindfulness teaching, and with experience of addictions work.
The British Association of Mindfulness Based Approaches15 (BAMBA) provides details of
standards and accreditation for mindfulness teaching; the Federation of Drug and Alcohol
Practitioners16 (FDAP) does the same for substance misuse work.
If charging for courses, please always include a couple of free/very low-cost places for those
who can’t afford it, in the spirit of providing these groups so that everyone can access them.

Donations
I have put a lot of time into developing this course – if you would like to show your appreciation
thank you! I would like any donations to go to SMART, a small charity in the UK who provide
crucial services for those with addictions and for the homeless, and who put people first:
www.smartcjs.org.uk-donate
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Teaching the Programme
Each of these groups is designed to work as a stand-alone session, so you can choose whatever
seems most appropriate for the group that day, what fits in with other work the group may have
been doing, or what resonates with you at that time. It’s therefore a good idea to keep a record of
what you’re doing, so you can ensure you’re getting a good balance over the weeks (see the record
sheet on p*). Having said that, this manual is ordered into what might be an effective running order
if you’re not sure where to start.
It is vital that you have a daily mindfulness practice yourself if you run this course, as this is crucial
in ensuring you can empathise with participants when they talk about their experiences – it also
ensures you have more potency when running the group, as you are talking from a place of personal
experience. In the same way, experience of addictions work is fundamental, while personal
experience can lend added authenticity, if used appropriately.
It’s also important that you have a chance to discuss the groups in supervision with someone
experienced in both addiction work and mindfulness, so that you can ensure you’re staying on track
and can discuss any difficulties.
The course is perhaps more didactic and guided than some other mindfulness courses – this has
been found to be more effective with groups early in recovery3. It was also written for a residential
setting where participants are all doing other groups together the rest of the time, and will be at
different stages in their detoxes: all settings are different, so you may want to adapt this to suit your
place of work, for example using more pairs work if the participants do not already know each
other.
Choice is a theme that winds through this course – from an engagement and safety point of view it
needs to be made explicit that participants have choice and freedom within the group (even more so
if the group is mandatory, as it is where the programme has been developed), and emphasising that
you are not teaching ‘the right way to overcome addiction’, but exploring something people may
want to investigate more.
It’s easy to get hung up on ensuring that participants learn particular things from each class – but
remember that whatever comes up for each person is what they’re ready to learn at the time. It
doesn’t matter if all or none of the learning points are brought up or – what is important is that
people are participating and learning how to get acquainted with their own experience. So treat each
inquiry as helping you to explore experience with participants, and don’t get too attached to the
learning outcomes. People will surprise you with all sorts of left-field comments, some extremely
insightful!
Model the attitudinal foundations17 as best you can and be open to whatever the participants bring
up – not everyone will go away with an immediate love of mindfulness (though some will!). If
participants go away remembering mindfulness classes as interesting and enjoyable sessions where
their suffering was met with kindness, they will be more likely to want to revisit it in future. So let
your passion for the subject shine through, and enjoy it!
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Session Walkthrough
This section will take you through a basic session, and things to bear in mind for each part of the
session. Timings are all approximate, and if you have longer then all the better – most of the parts
could be longer (though the meditations are deliberately a max of 15 minutes long).
Consider having a flipchart of the running order titles from the left column below showing, so
people know what to expect each time, which may help with feelings of containment and safety
(this can be the same flipchart until it starts getting tired-looking, as the format rarely changes).
Each session follows the same format (except Noticing Nature, You Can’t Stop the Waves..., and the
Polyvagal System):
Boundaries and safety chat.
1.Introduction SOBER breathing space.

5 mins

What is and isn’t mindfulness? And why for addiction?
2.Suggested
practice

Main mindfulness practice for the session.

15 mins

3.Inquiry

Inquiry about this practice, and anything from the last week.

10 mins

4.Mid-way point - sense the energy in the room and move/ground if needed.
5.Exercise

An interactive exercise based on the group’s theme.

20 mins

6.Closing

What has been learned? Set up home practice; final breathing space. 10 mins

1. Introduction
Boundaries and safety chat – this is an opportunity to remind participants of a few points, as it may
be different to other groups that they are doing, and it is important for those with trauma histories to
feel that they have choices during the session. These points may be worth mentioning:


Maintain confidentiality and respect for each other;



This group may be different from other recovery groups, as it is about each person’s
individual experience in the group;



There are no right and wrong answers, and it is not a competition about who is the cleverest
or wisest;



All the suggestions in meditation practices are voluntary – they can choose to follow them
or not;



There may be exercises that involve sitting quietly for a while – the maximum will be 15
minutes. If a meditation triggers any distress, they can open their eyes and come out of it;
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During a meditation, they can leave if it becomes too overwhelming to stay – and are
invited to come in again after the meditation;



When we talk about a practice afterwards, if they don’t want to say anything that is fine.

SOBER Breathing Space – A couple of good audio examples of this, as well as other meditations,
are available to stream or download from: https://depts.washington.edu/abrc/mbrp/recordings/. If
possible give all participants a copy of the A5 diagram to keep (see page *), as this is the backbone
of the course.

What is and isn’t Mindfulness?
There will be a mixture of levels of motivation and experience in the room – some may have done
courses before, other may be completely new to it, and (if it’s a mandatory course) others may think
it is complete rubbish and have no time for it whatsoever. This is a chance to briefly explain, or if
you have some motivated people in the group, to throw it open to the group to explain their
understanding of mindfulness (it can have more potency coming from a peer and this is one
advantage of a rolling programme).
There are many definitions and ways of understanding it – the ABC is a helpful “what” and the
Mindful Recovery COW a good “how” - you could alternate these as ways of explaining,
interspersed with peers’ explanations and some of the ideas below:
What do we do? ABC (see handout on p*):
We deliberately keep returning our
Attention non-judgmentally to something in the present moment, in order to learn to
Be with whatever arises, both pleasant and unpleasant. This reduces the need to chase the
pleasant and avoid the unpleasant, so helps us make wiser
Choices – and reduces the need for substances
(adapted from MBAR6)

How do we do it? The Mindful Recovery COW (see handout on p*):
Take the pressure off, give yourself time and bring the following attitudes to your experience:
Curiosity: getting interested in experience
Open-mindedness: not knowing what is coming next
Willingness: allowing whatever happens, without judgment
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Other ways to explain what mindfulness is:


“Mindfulness is the awareness that emerges through paying attention on purpose, in the
present moment, and non-judgmentally, to things as they are.” (Jon Kabat-Zinn)4



Intention

-

Attention

Attitude18

-

We set an intention (e.g. to focus on the breath), and then use our attention to do it, with an
attitude of non-judgemental acceptance and kindness.


Accessing the ‘wise mind’ by observing, describing and participating9: we observe our
experience, learn to describe it, and fully participate in the present moment.



“Mindfulness is the aware, balanced acceptance of the present experience. It isn’t more
complicated than that.” (Sylvia Boorstein)



(1) the ongoing monitoring of present-moment experience (2) with an orientation of
acceptance

What ISN’T mindfulness?
It is not relaxation, or clearing your mind, or sitting a certain way, or finding everything lovely, or
trying very hard to be wise.
Why do it for addictions?
Making the practice relevant to participants’ recoveries is the key point here – whatever you think
will resonate with them. The ABC of What is Mindfulness from the previous page can answer this
on its own with some explanation. Here are some other quotes and facts that might inspire:


“Between stimulus and response there is a space. In that space is our power to choose our
response. In our response lies our growth and our freedom.” (Viktor Frankl)



“You can’t stop the waves but you can learn to surf” (Jon Kabat-Zinn)



Research has shown mindfulness training to be equally (in some cases more!) effective than
standard addiction treatment for relapse prevention.*



Many addicts struggle to sit with themselves – which can lead to relapse. Mindfulness can
help us to be with ourselves without needing to escape.



Watch your thoughts; they become stories
Watch your stories; they become excuses
Watch your excuses; they become relapses
Watch your relapses; they become dis-eases
Watch your dis-eases; they become vicious cycles
Watch your vicious cycles; they become your wheel of life (Valerie Mason-John)
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2. Suggested Practice
These are suggestions – you could do a different one if you have done the same practice the week
before, or if it feels more suited to the group that day to do a different one. This is kept to 15
minutes maximum – ensure participants know this is the maximum length of time, to reduce
anxieties for those may struggle. There are a range of practices built into the programme, so that
participants will experience a mixture of things and can see what they are drawn to initially.
Ensure that at the beginning of each practice you remind participants that they can choose whether
to follow instructions, and to trust themselves if they feel unsafe. So for example if they feel
triggered by focusing on a certain part of the body they can simply focus elsewhere if that feels
safer.
3. Inquiry
After the practice it can help to explain that we spend a few minutes after a practice talking about
what was experienced during it, and emphasising that no-one has to talk who doesn’t want to.
This section is kept short as it can be easy for participants to lose interest – they have just spent
some time in quiet contemplation, and staying still and listening to someone else’s experience can
be difficult.
It can help to keep inquiry fairly horizontal, for the same reason, rather than spending a lot of time
with one person, unless you can tell the group is engaged.
Asking an open question such as, “what did you notice?” helps to open the discussion.
Then listen – truly listening – and reflect back to people what they have said, so that they feel heard.
Maybe checking that you understood right. Asking permission before delving deeper.
At this early stage in recovery it’s likely that simply noticing what is going on in the body, and
starting to put names to it, will be enough for people, so encourage curiosity into experience and
help them put it into words. Don’t push for great insights! Just help them explore whatever arose.
So it’s likely that you will be staying around the first layer of inquiry, unless the group is very
engaged, and someone is ready for a little more delving. And you can always end by suggesting
they explore a bit more in their own time.
Then widening the inquiry by asking about the past week’s practice – perhaps saying there is some
time to mention anything they noticed, and whether they’ve struggled with anything they would like
help “troubleshooting”. This gives them the opportunity to say what they’re struggling with as well
as any learning.
4. Mid-way point
After the inquiry and before the theme-related exercise, just take a moment to gauge the energy in
the room. If people are very activated and noisy then a brief breathing space may help to soothe the
mood, whereas if there is a sense of heaviness then standing and stretching may help to lift the
energy. It may be that nothing is needed – this is often just a few breaths to take stock.
5. Exercise
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Each exercise is outlined in detail in each group session outline. They are by necessity shortish
exercises – twenty minutes is a rough guideline, but this depends on whether the group has run a
little over already, or whether you have some extra time. Use your own judgement.

6. Closing.
What has been learned: First of all, ask the group for one thing they have learned, or one thing they
struggled with today. If appropriate, congratulate learning and encourage people if they express
struggles. This is also a useful method of getting feedback about the group that you can use to guide
what you do in future, so is an important element of the group. I also always include myself in this
and say one thing I learned or struggled with too, but this is personal choice, depending on whether
it feels useful for your group or not.
Then setting up home practice: emphasising that it helps to practise regularly. You can provide
materials to help (see home practice CD on p*)
Suggestions for home practice:


A SOBER breathing space at fixed times in the day – on waking/before bed etc. (Five
minutes a day are better than an hour once a week – do little and often, though the more you
do, the more effect it will have.)



Take time to be mindful in everyday life. E.g. brush your teeth with the other hand, enjoy a
mindful mouthful of food, feel the water on the skin in the shower/when washing up etc..

Some useful ideas and phrases for encouragement for home practice:


It’s important to practise when feeling ok so we have the tools when we hit bad times. You
don’t wait until you’re falling out of the aeroplane until you start weaving the parachute.



“Practice makes progress” (i.e. not perfect – we are all on a journey and progress is the
important thing, not the idea of perfection in the future).



No-one becomes a genius musician/engineer/can speak a foreign language fluently
overnight – but if anyone practises any of these things enough they will reach a certain
standard of proficiency (could mention the 10,000 hours theory).

End on a breathing space. If I’m running short of time I sometimes end on “the shortest breathing
space known to humanity”: invite everyone to take one deep breath in - “so I can hear you”. Breathe
in with them, loudly – then invite them to breathe out slowly, as you do too.
Tell them you will be around for a few minutes afterwards, in case anyone had any difficulties or
anything they wanted to talk about.
Finally, thank the group.
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Home Practice CD
It is helpful to give a CD for people to use between sessions. As this programme is deliberately lowintensity and uses shorter meditations, none of the meditations on the CD I use are longer than 15
minutes. There are also three different versions of the breathing space, as this is an important part of
the programme. I’ve also tried to get a mixture of male/female voices for balance.
There are MBRP meditations available here: https://depts.washington.edu/abrc/mbrp/recordings/
The CD I give out contains:
1. SOBER breathing space (female voice) [5:21] guided by Sarah Bowen
from https://depts.washington.edu/abrc/mbrp/recordings/SOBER%20space.mp3
2. SOBER breathing space (male voice) [4:05] guided by Devin Ashwood
from https://depts.washington.edu/abrc/mbrp/recordings/3_Breathing_Space_SOBER.mp3
3. 3 step breathing space [5:02] guided by John Teasdale
from the Mindful Way Workbook16
4. Urge surfing [8:33] guided by Sarah Bowen
from https://depts.washington.edu/abrc/mbrp/recordings/Urge%20Surfing.mp3
5. Mountain meditation [11:33] guided by Sarah Bowen
from https://depts.washington.edu/abrc/mbrp/recordings/Mountain_2013.mp3
6. Body scan [12:11] guided by Vidyamala Burch
from Mindfulness for Health14
7. Treasure of pleasure [9:49] guided by Vidyamala Burch
from Mindfulness for Health14
8. Sound meditation [9:59] guided by Devin Ashwood
from https://depts.washington.edu/abrc/mbrp/recordings/4_Mindfulness_of_Sound.mp3
You could also include the Self-Compassion Break by Kirsten Neff:
https://self-compassion.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/self-compassion.break_.mp3
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Session Plans
&
Handouts
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Getting out of your head
Intentions and notes
The intention for this group is to explore the SOBER breathing space in some detail, a practice
invented for MBRP* by Bowen Chawla and Marlatt. This is the backbone of the programme, and is
consistently recommended for home practice – hence why if you are running the programme in a
specific order it may be a good first one. All the groups start and finish with a SOBER breathing
space, and many mention taking a breathing space as a way of taking a moment to compose oneself
before acting, so it is important to investigate this practice.
As well as being a good first group, it can help those who have been doing the programme for
longer to really understand this fundamental practice on a deeper level, with the benefit of having
practised it regularly (at least twice weekly in group, even if they haven’t been doing it as home
practice). It may therefore help to bolster motivation to practise it more for these people.
As the breathing space can be any length, from three breaths to three quarters of an hour, the
recommended practice for this group is a longer breathing space; this also gives the opportunity to
explore other anchors instead of the breath, in case anyone finds it difficult to connect to the breath
(this has come up less frequently than I expected in group). For these people it can be helpful to
explain that the breath is shorthand for focusing on any specific area of the body – both that SOFER
(using Feet for example) just doesn’t work!
It may be helpful to explain mindfulness using the ABC approach at the beginning, so that later,
during the exercise you can point out we are choosing to place our Attention from wide awareness
→ focused attention → widening out again, and linking this to the ability to Be with experience and
therefore help us make wiser Choices. I find this explanation, an explicit description of the process,
increases motivation for practice, as it helps people to see the mechanics of how mindfulness can
help them. Also, exploring how amazing it is that the simple act of deliberately bringing the
attention back can lead to such changes! And here we have a short, simple template for how to do
this. But always emphasising that they need to experiment for themselves – many people over
thousands of years have found their lives changing for the better due to doing this sort of thing, but
they are the only one who can know what will happen for them.
It is important that participants have access to audio versions of breathing spaces that they can use
for practice after the session, and the visual representation of the hourglass is aimed to help them
remember the expansive start, focused middle, and expanding ending, so if you can get a colour
copy of this for them to keep then great. The ABC (p*) is also a useful reference – and great if you
can get them laminated!
Resources:
 Handouts: breathing space A5, colour
and laminated if possible (p*).

Flipcharts:
 Title and running order of group
 Blank one for SOBER breathing space
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Getting out of your head group outline
Boundaries and safety chat.
Introduction

5 mins

SOBER Breathing space.
What is/isn’t mindfulness? Why do it for addiction? (use ABC (p*))

Suggested
practice

Long breathing space with longer time for Breath and Expand. Also 15 mins
giving other options for anchor during Breath.

Inquiry

Inquire about today’s practice; then include home practice too

10 mins

Halfway point – gauge energy in room and move/ground as required
Exercise

Closing

20 mins
Ask Why do you think this group has this title? (Elicit getting into
the body or other anchor to the present moment instead of being
caught up in thinking).
Introduce the SOBER Breathing Space:
A portable meditation that can be as long or as short as you like,
that forms the backbone of this programme. You can use it at regular
times each day, when you need to take a minute, when you’re bored,
or just when you remember.
Draw the hourglass on the board, elicit the words for SOBER, and
take them through it explaining in more detail and
answering/discussing any questions: hourglass shape because we
start with wide awareness, then narrow to the breath or another
anchor, then widen again.
S – stop whatever you’re doing.
O – observe thoughts, feelings, body, impulses – brief taking stock
B – narrow and just breathe. If notice tension can take a deep breath
and then let it settle. If breath is uncomfortable, use another anchor.
E – expand back out to the body. Practising changing awareness
from narrow to wide awareness
R – Respond rather than React
Clarify whether they understand the difference:
Respond = think before act
React = act before think
Refer back to ABC, and explain that we also use it to practise
deliberately putting our attention on specific anchors in the present
moment, which will help us Be with all experience (meaning less
need to escape the unpleasant and chase the pleasant), and thus make
wiser Choices – relate to addiction and discuss.
Set intention for practice over coming days/week – inc home
practice. Suggest doing the SOBER breathing space at least once
each day and give SOBER handouts.
Go round and say one thing learned/struggled with today
Final breathing space and thank you
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10 mins

Ways through anxiety
Intentions and notes
The intention of this group is to help people find some tools to deal with anxiety, as it is often one
of the biggest problems for people newly in recovery: some of them may not have managed anxious
feeling without their substance for many years, and unmanaged anxiety can easily lead to relapse.
The suggested practice is a visual practice, though you could just as well do a body-based practice
or walking. The visual practice gives people an object of awareness outside the body, as the body
may be an uncomfortable place to be, and this can be an easier way in to mindfulness for them.
The exercise is board-based, going through the role of adrenaline and the fight/flight response,
followed by a practical demonstration of ways to manage anxiety. Learning the theory can help
people to understand the processes happening in their bodies/minds, and by demystifying this we
take away some of its scariness. It is important to encourage the group to participate in the practices
themselves, so that they can experience practising them in a safe environment when (probably) not
feeling hugely triggered: this way they will feel more confident that they will be able to do them
when feeling triggered. This in itself will reduce levels of anxiety somewhat.
Resources:
 Handout with summary of group and
ways to work with anxiety.
 Bowl of iced water and a towel
(optional).

Flipcharts:
 Title and running order of group
 Outline of person, thinking bubble, heart
and box underneath
 Exercises to go through together

I use a flipchart laid out as follows to explore anxiety, and write within the three spaces:

It’s quick to draw, and the idea is that this will help people to start to parse their body sensations,
thoughts, and feelings, as some won’t be able to tell the difference between thoughts and feelings,
and won’t be aware of body sensations.

Ways through anxiety group outline
Boundaries and safety chat.
Introduction

5 mins

SOBER Breathing space

What is/isn’t mindfulness? Why do it for addiction?
Suggested
Practice

Seeing (you could take in flowers or other visual stimuli).

15 mins

Inquiry

Inquire about today’s practice; then include home practice too

10 mins

Halfway point – gauge energy in room and move/ground as required
Exercise

Closing

20 mins
Explain the fight/flight response’s evolutionary use, and then how
we trigger it through thoughts/worries.
Elicit thoughts, body sensations, feelings, actions, to flipchart and
discuss.
Teaching points –
 Evolutionary development, to keep us safe from threats –
fight/flight. Adrenaline.
 We can spot anxiety by learning our individual anxiety
signature. When we’ve noticed it we can choose how to deal
with it.
How to deal with it when you notice it? First thing – SOBER
breathing space to help respond wisely:
Go through exercises from handout on flipchart demonstrating and
encouraging them to do them along with you (you can even do the
iced water one if you want to).
When showing the breathing ones, can be helpful to briefly teach (or
revise) the polyvagal nerve (see p*): poly = more than one (branch
of nerve); vagal = from same linguistic route as vagrant & vagabond
= wandering (round the body). This nerve goes from the lungs to the
part of the brain that deals with anxiety, and when the breathing is
deliberately slowed it tells this part of the brain to relax. So this
causes a calming feedback loop. You could mention that paramedics
teach box breathing to patients having panic attacks.
Give out handouts and discuss teaching points.
Set intention for practice over coming days/week – inc home
practice.
Go round and say one thing learned/struggled with today
Breathing space and thank you
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10 mins

Ways through anxiety handout
The stress reaction is important, and needed, when we’re faced with threats - the release of
adrenaline causes our bodies to change so that we are on high alert, ready to act quickly. If we’re
being chased by a tiger adrenaline kicks in and sends all our energy to our muscles, so we can deal
with it. We really need this ‘fight or flight’ mechanism to kick in in emergencies!
However, we have evolved complex,
ingenious brains, that allow us to plan
for the future, and learn from our
mistakes from the past so we don’t
make them again. So we don’t just
calm down when a threat has gone
away – instead our clever brains
imagine our own threats in our minds
– fearing what’s going to happen in
the future, and worrying about what’s
happened in the past.
Our bodies respond to our thoughts
in just the same way as a they would
a physical threat.
And when we get ‘stuck’ in this state,
worrying about things we can’t fight
or run away from, it stops being
useful, and starts causing problems
(see the picture).
Then it can be tempting to use or drink
to make yourself feel different –
which might work for a bit – but when
this has worn off you discover it’s still
there, worse than before. So you end
up in a cycle, desperately trying to
escape the feelings and making them
worse.
Telling yourself to “calm down” really doesn’t work. And substances make it worse in the long
run. So we need a different approach.
If you practise mindfulness when things are OK, you get to know your own personal anxiety
reaction, noticing what is happening in your body and mind, and allowing this. As you explore
sensations with a gentle curiosity, you can start the process of calming, by stopping the fight against
your experience. Then you can decide what to do next – see over for some ideas to play with:
(unknown artist – please tell me if it’s yours and I’m breaking your copyright!)
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Anxiety Tips
First of all – SOBER breathing space:
Stop
Observe your thoughts, feelings, and body
Breathe a couple of breaths (take a deep one to start if you like)
Expand the awareness to the whole body again
Respond differently:
Box breathing
Picturing a square, and perhaps tracing the shape as you breathe,
counting in your mind – to four as you breath in – hold for four –
breathe out for four – hold for four. Repeat.
Making the out-breath longer than the in-breath
This tells the brain that there is no threat, and in turn tells the body
to calm. So breathing out to the count of 7, then breathing in to the count of 4, and repeating.
5-4-3-2-1 exercise
Taking time to notice 5 things you can see, then 4 things you can hear, then 3 things you can touch,
2 things you can smell, and 1 thing you can taste.
Moving
Moving the body can work off adrenaline, cycling, running, yoga, stretching, etc. Shaking out any
tension.
Counting
How many red things can you see? How many leaves on a tree? How many tiles on the wall? etc.
Distracting yourself by forcing concentration onto something else.
Cold water
Dipping the face into cold water (even better – with ice cubes in!) can ‘reset’ the anxiety reaction.
Using peripheral vision
Looking ahead and trying to name objects in the corners of the vision can help to reduce the stress
reaction.
Be a friend to yourself
You’re feeling threatened. So acknowledge this, and soothe yourself. What do you really need? Hug
yourself/rub your arms/hold your hands (no-one will notice!) and tell yourself you’ll be ok.
Find a calm place to sit
Sitting, breathing, and bringing the attention back to sounds or sights or sensations.
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Thoughts are not facts
Intentions and notes
This has the same title as an MBCT group, but different content. I like leaving the title up on the
flipchart during the session as someone once said to me the only thing they could remember about
their MBCT course was ‘thoughts aren’t facts’ - make the most of any chance to get the point
across! That’s the main intention for this group – to enable people to see that thoughts are events in
the mind that we often completely believe, and to introduce the idea that maybe they’re not always
facts, thus opening up the possibility of different ways of seeing things.
The suggested practice focuses on thoughts – always giving the opportunity of coming back to the
breath whenever attention has wandered. I’ve found that people don’t find it too confusing having a
few different ways of imagining thoughts mentioned during a meditation, and like to give the
opportunity to try them all out. See what happens in inquiry if you do this and give a bit of time for
them to try each one (always making it clear that guided meditations are just suggestions, or
invitations). Some just won’t get it, and that’s fine – they can focus on the breath.
It’s important in the exercise to ensure you explain that the volunteer will be sitting in the middle,
and that they won’t have to do very much – so those with any potential trauma issues can avoid
volunteering. Also make sure you remember to tell them they can move as soon as that bit is done,
thank them and check they’re ok before they go and sit down again. The intention for this first part
of the exercise is to point out how much assuming we do – it’s rare that I’ve had even one single
fact written on the board by the end of the exercise! And the second part builds on this and brings
into question their assumptions about themselves and their substance use. Leaving the “future”
barometer unfilled in for the first thought raises the possibility that what they think right now may
not be a fixed fact, though it will feel like it (it’s easy to think past thoughts were wrong – but we’ve
got it right now!). And the second thought reinforces this point – we start with what we think now
and set an intention to revisit it in the coming days/weeks. It’s worth mentioning you don’t mean
them to visit it regularly each day – just at some points in the future.
A nice extra I’ve heard mentioned by John Teasdale, is suggesting that when a regular thought they
recognise as unhelpful comes along they can welcome it – he says “oh here we go, it’s radio poor
me (or whatever it is) again”.
Resources:
 Handouts; clipboards; pens.

Flipcharts:
 Title and running order of group
 Blank one for feeding back to in exercise

*The volunteer with head in hands is taken from MBAR6, and the exercise that follows is an adaptation of an
MBAR one.
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Thoughts are not facts group outline
Boundaries and safety chat.
Introduction

5 mins

SOBER Breathing space

What is/isn’t mindfulness? Why do it for addiction?
Suggested
Practice

breath→ thoughts passing as clouds → thoughts as cinema →
thoughts passing on stream→ breath.

15 mins

Inquiry

Inquire about today’s practice; then include last week’s practice too

10 mins

Halfway point – gauge energy in room and move/ground as required
Exercise

20 mins
Ask for a volunteer to sit in the middle with head in hands
Ask what is happening here? and feed back to board
Ask what are facts on the board – and circle them.
Discuss (Point out you asked precisely “what is happening?” - there
will have been lots of judgements and maybe not one objective fact.)
*Teaching point – we make ‘facts’ up all the time!
Give out handouts with the blank statement side up. Tell them you’re
going to read out a few statements and you want them to notice
which one feels the most familiar to them. Read the following
statements:
 Life without drink/drugs would be boring and no fun.
 Drink/drugs are the only way I can control my feelings.
 I can’t properly relax (or sleep) without drink/drugs.
 Drinking/using is the only way to get rid of cravings.
 I won’t be able to stay off drink/drugs.
Ask them to write their statement on the handout.
Ask them to mark down how much they believe their chosen thought
from 1-10 on the middle NOW barometer.
Now ask them to think back to when they were at their worst. How
much did they believe that fact then, from 1-10? mark it down on the
left hand THEN barometer.
What do they notice? Might today’s opinion change? Leave the last
barometer blank: when they revisit this worksheet in future they can
see what they notice then.
*Teaching point – just because we have a thought and believe it
doesn’t make it true! They change with time/situation/mood.
Now ask them to think of another statement about themselves or the
world that they’d like to explore – it can be another of the statements
you read out, or if this conversation has triggered another thought,
they could use that– maybe “I’m no good” or “no-one likes me
really”. Put that in ‘thought 2’ box and fill in the barometer to show
how much they believe it today. Invite them to keep this sheet near
them in the following days/weeks, and make a note of levels then.
*Teaching point – just noticing thoughts as thoughts is the most
helpful first step – no need to get hung up arguing with them.
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Closing

Set intention for practice over coming days/week – inc home
practice.
Go round and say one thing learned/struggled with today
Breathing space and thank you
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10 mins

Thoughts Are Not Facts worksheet
Thought 1:

THEN

NOW

FUTURE

10

5

-

0

Thought 2:

TODAY

DAY 2

DAY 3

10

5

0
30

DAY 4

Thoughts Are Not Facts handout
(Even the ones that say they are..!)
We need to trust some thoughts to get us through life: without believing them we would get nothing
done, as we wouldn’t know what to do, where to go, who to see, how to find the keys, etc. But are
our thoughts always telling us the truth?
How many triangles can you see in the diagram?

It might seem obvious at first – two triangles, one with a black
outline and a white one on top, right?
But look again – there are simply three pacman-shaped black
shapes and three black Vs.

Our minds fill the gaps between things we know and
experience, in order to make sense of the world.
This ‘corner cutting’ means that the things we tell ourselves are
not always real facts – and this is true for many things, like what
we are capable of, what we need, what other people are thinking,
what the world is like – and so many more. Our thoughts are
conditioned by our pasts, and the more we think them, the more
they reinforce themselves and become truer and truer for us. We
fall into habits of thinking, without questioning them.
Some thoughts might help us get through specific times, “No-one
can help me now” or “this place is not safe” or “I need my
substance to cope” - but what when these thoughts become habits
and stop helping us?
When we practise mindfulness, we practise simply seeing
thoughts as events caused by the mind – neurons (brain cells)
firing - and bringing non-judgmental attention to them. They may
or may not be true. And if you find yourself going round and
round in thought, you can always take a breathing space and bring
your attention back to body sensations. The thoughts will still be
there later, don’t worry about that – and choosing to place your attention in the body can buy you
some space before you act.

“What we dwell upon becomes the shape of our mind.
The shape of our mind becomes the shape of our world” Christina Feldman
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Triggers and feeling tones
Intentions and notes
The intention of this group is to equip people with a tool to use when triggered, which will help to
build self-efficacy and reduce relapse. Even just knowing they have learned – and practised – a tool
in group will help to do these things, and hopefully if they remember to actually do it when
triggered, they may find it buys them some space to make a different decision.
It’s helpful to do the body scan as the suggested practice, as it means you can mention later in the
exercise about exploring cravings in the body, “just like in the body scan”. The model is similar to
those found elsewhere (MBAR being the closest), but I’ve not seen it explained exactly like this
anywhere else, so I put it to the group and invite them to see if it rings true for them or not (a good
reminder that this is good practice with this whole course!). Whenever I have done this group it has
strongly resonated with clients, which is promising.
The aim of the exercise is to introduce a mindfulness-based theory of the relapse process to them,
and then make it useful by giving them something clear and simple they can do when they realise
they are caught up in the process – 1. name the feeling tone; 2. explore feelings in the body – and
that this will give them some space in which to be able to respond differently. This two-step
suggested action to take has a number of effects, including:
- decentring – by naming their experience as ‘pleasant’, ‘unpleasant’, or ‘neither’, they have taken a
step back and helped themselves to make some space between this feeling and the part of them
observing it;
- the simple act of naming can take the power out of it too, normalising something that can feel
overwhelming;
- by then exploring related body sensations they can, instead of pushing away feelings, explore
them non-judgmentally in a less threatening way.
Resources:
Flipcharts:
 Handout with summary of group and worksheet.
 Title and running order of
 Individual pieces of A4 paper, each with one of,
group
◦ “TRIGGER”;
◦ “FEELING TONE (pleasant/unpleasant/neither)”;
◦ “BODY SENSATIONS”;
◦ “EMOTIONS”;
◦ “THOUGHTS”;
◦ “BEHAVIOUR”.
 Clipboards and pens.
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Triggers and feeling tones group outline
Boundaries and safety chat.
Introduction

5 mins

SOBER Breathing space
What is/isn’t mindfulness? Why do it for addiction?

Suggested
Practice

Body scan

15 mins

Inquiry

Inquire about today’s practice; then include last week’s practice too

10 mins

Halfway point – gauge energy in room and move/ground as required

Exercise

Closing

20 mins
Put the ‘Trigger’ and ‘Behaviour’ sheets on the ground and walk
through how it can feel as though a trigger (elicit examples) leads
straight to a behaviour (again elicit). Can use own example to start
with.
Explain that with mindfulness we can learn to make space between
the trigger and behaviour – ask group what internal processes they
are aware of, and put the extra sheets down as they say, to match the
layout in the handout – so if they say ‘feeling angry’, put down the
‘Emotions’ one. Put down others they haven’t said and emphasise
the simplicity of “feeling tone”: pleasant/unpleasant/neither.
Elicit a few example scenarios and walk through the sheets of paper
eliciting and clarifying (if they are struggling start with your own
example). Explain that feeling tone is simply pleasant/ unpleasant/
neither, and in this theory it comes first (is that true for them?).
Highlight :
- don’t worry too much about being right when naming the feeling
tone – just doing it helps buy you some space.
- the more we can be aware, the less we risk being carried away on a
whirlwind of thoughts and emotions, and can make wiser choices.
- so whenever they notice they have been triggered, they can ask
themselves, “is it pleasant/unpleasant/neither?” and then explore in
the body just like in the body scan.
Give handouts and invite to fill in worksheet on back with their
personal process. Discuss what they noticed.
Set intention for practice over coming days/week – perhaps to notice
pleasant/unpleasant/neither and explore the body.
10 mins
Go round and say one thing learned/struggled with today
Breathing space and thank you
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Triggers and feeling tones handout
It’s easy to think that something happens (a trigger) – and causes us to do something (a behaviour) –
so you might have an argument with someone, and go and use your substance. With mindfulness we
can start to slow down and see that there is more going on than this, and that (luckily!) we have
more control than we think.
Here is one way of seeing what goes on internally when we are triggered – see if it rings true for
you:
- First, there is a triggering event – often a person, place,
thing, thought or feeling – like seeing people drinking in
a pub garden, or an argument, or having nothing to do.
- It is either pleasant, unpleasant, or neither.
- This leads to an experience that can be broken down
into:
 body sensations (e.g.
tension/butterflies/agitation),
 emotions (e.g. anxiety/depression/sadness),
 thoughts (e.g. “it’s not fair”/”why can’t I have
some?”/”I’ll show them!”/images of drinking and
laughing with friends)
These three aspects of experience can seem to whirl into
one big mess in the heat of the moment.

- This can lead to indulging an addictive behaviour.

So to stop this process from leading to substance use, we can:
1. name the feeling tone when it arises, labelling our experience as “pleasant”, “unpleasant” or
“neither”, and then
2. get curious about how it feels in the body, learning how the body feels when triggered.
As we practise bringing our attention back to specific things when we feel ok, we strengthen the
ability to do this when we’ve been triggered. What might have once seemed impossible – to be
triggered, take a breath, sense into the body and let the sensations work themselves out, maybe even
finding a place of calm there – can start to become a way of life. The more we do this, the wiser the
decisions we start making.
“Between stimulus and response there is a space.
In that space is our power to choose our response.
In our response lies our growth and our freedom.”
Viktor Frankl
(model adapted from MBAR (Mason-John), among others)
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Triggers and feeling tones worksheet
Here is space for you to fill in your own example situation:

Trigger (brief description):

Feeling tone (circle one):
Pleasant

Unpleasant
Neither

Body sensations

Emotions

Thoughts

Behaviour
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You can’t stop the waves.. but you can learn to surf
Intentions and notes
The intention of this group is to help people to explore their physical experience during a craving in
a safe space, and thus to help them see that they can manage these feelings differently in future. (If
you are doing the groups in suggested order and have some people coming to both groups this can
help you go into more depth from last time’s exercise).
The title is the headline title of this course, as it sums up a mindful approach to addiction: waves of
craving, feelings, suffering etc. will come, and we cannot stop them – but we can learn to ride them
out.
Due to the potentially difficult feelings brought up in the urge surfing exercise, the order of this
group is reversed, with the craving exercise coming first, and the mountain meditation in the second
half, to give people a chance to really calm down and ground in the meditation afterwards, so
they’re not leaving with difficult feelings still around. This is taken from MBRP, where the two
elements are done in the same order, for the same reasons.
The exercise gives a chance to explore cravings, eliciting how people experience them, and helping
them to see the pattern they have been stuck in, how it perpetuates itself, and that there is hope that
they can change these patterns in the future by using a mindful approach. It is so important to tell
people not to choose a strong craving that they’ll struggle with – hammer this message home,
especially if your group is not in a safe residential setting, because just saying it once (or even
twice!) will not be enough to stop some people going for their 10/10 craving and making
themselves feel really awful (hammering it home will not be enough for some – but there is the
mountain meditation after to help the inevitable ‘recovery warrior’ who has decided to tackle their
biggest issue in group).
Following this with the mountain gives an opportunity to ground and start to cultivate a sense of
settled equanimity. Double checking before the group finishes that people are ok, and being around
afterwards for if anyone wants to talk (as with all the groups – but it deserves a special mention
after this group).
Resources:
 Handouts, with summary of group and
urge surfing meditation.

Flipcharts:
 Title and running order of group
 Blank sheets for exploration of craving
and waves diagram
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Introduction

You can’t stop the waves.. group outline
Boundaries and safety chat. *Nb. this group doesn’t follow usual
structure, having the exercise first and meditation afterwards*

5 mins

SOBER Breathing space

What is/isn’t mindfulness? Why do it for addiction?
Exercise

20 mins
Ask “what happens when you crave?” - elicit thoughts, feelings,
body sensations, to separate these elements out in people’s minds
(maybe for the first time!). You could put these in columns on the
board for clarity.
Draw axes of urge surfing diagram on the board & elicit what
happens when you use, drawing the line in and describing the
process – trigger, craving, using, trigger, craving, using. Use their
examples. (Can also ask what happens when they try to ‘white
knuckle’ it – sometimes works short term, but does it work longer
term?)
Then in a different colour explain the process with mindful
awareness and allowing it to pass and burn itself out - go through
this process. It can be higher to start with, but when you allow them
to burn out they lose their power over time.
Introduce the urge surfing exercise: we are going to spend some time
accessing something difficult – remember feelings won’t kill you!
Invite participants to think of an urge to act in an unhelpful way –
less than 5 on scale of 0-10 (remind of weightlifting analogy: don’t
start with huge weights or you’ll break something). Doesn’t have to
be primary substance – can be wanting a cigarette or a biscuit or an
urge to shout at someone.
Urge surfing exercise: breath → bring urge to mind → stay with the
feeling in the body → ask yourself what is the real need → if
increasing, surf feelings → mountain → body/breath (*see urge
surfing appendix)
Halfway point – gauge energy in room and move/ground as required

Suggested
Practice

Mountain meditation – to help ground after the previous exercise.

15 mins

Inquiry

Inquire about today’s practice; then include home practice too

10 mins

Closing

Give out handouts and recap teaching points.
Set intention for practice over coming days/week – inc home
practice

10 mins

Go round and say one thing learned/struggled with today
Breathing space and thank you
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You can’t stop the waves… but you can learn to surf handout
When we’re triggered this can often lead to cravings – which can feel overwhelming.
We tend to either give into cravings, and use or drink to make them go away - or fight hard to resist
them, white-knuckling it. You’ll likely find that “what you resist, persists” - the more you try to
push away a craving, the stronger it seems to get, until the only option seems to be to use/drink to
get rid of it. When you’ve been fighting cravings or giving into them for years, you end up
believing that the only way to get rid of them is to use/drink.
In this session we started to learn another way to experience urges and cravings – allowing them
and ‘surfing’ the feelings, knowing that they will pass.

When you practise urge surfing, you are learning a powerful way of stopping the fight/give-in cycle
with cravings, instead learning that they won’t hurt you, and that you can live through them without
needing to act on them. By exploring the feelings of craving in the body, you can learn a new way
of dealing with them.
The feelings may go a bit higher to start with, but as you allow them to burn out they will lose their
power.
By grounding yourself first, and practising urge surfing regularly when you’re in a safe place, you’ll
find it easier to sit with a craving in the real world, and you’ll discover it will pass. And every time
you do this, the craving has a bit of power taken out of it for next time, until you find they’re further
apart and easier to deal with when they do come.
When you give yourself the time to explore a craving, you take the power out of it, and you find
yourself able to ask, “what do I really need here?”. You might need comfort, or freedom, or release,
or escape.
Once you’ve worked out what you really need,
you can find a healthier way to meet that need.
Based on Mindfulness-Based Relapse Prevention (Bowen, Chawla & Marlatt)
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Picking Yourself Up, Not Putting Yourself Down
Intentions and notes
The intention of this group is to gently introduce the idea of self-compassion, in the least triggering
way possible, while making it explicit that self-compassion is an important element of mindfulness,
recovery and leading a happy life.
I’ve found an acceptable way to do the loving-kindness meditation is to introduce one being, wish
them well, and then imagine them wishing you well back, rather than trying to wish oneself well,
which people often struggle with. It’s extremely important to make it clear that if there is any
negative association with the being whatsoever then choose someone else – to avoid someone’s
abusive parent coming up for example. In traditional Buddhist practices it’s suggested not to allow
dead beings, but a couple of people have used their dead dogs and found this helped them cultivate
a sense of loving kindness and did no harm. Also recommending that if it’s difficult to imagine
oneself receiving loving kindness, to go back to the loved being and just try the self for very short
periods.
It can be difficult, and triggering, for people to start to bring kindness to themselves, so it’s
important to make sure they know at the beginning of the meditation that they can always come
back to the breath and zone out of any instructions if they would like to.
It will depend on the make-up of your group what the initial reaction to the concept of selfcompassion is – I have written this for my group, who are usually made up largely of men from
homeless backgrounds (hence why the handout mentions the fact that ‘strong people’ do this – as
self-compassion can often be seen as irrelevant, hippyish, and alien to this group), so other
demographics will have different reactions and may need different input for this part.
The friend exercise and self-compassion break are both from Kirsten Neff’s Mindful SelfCompassion* programme, available online
(https://self-compassion.org/category/exercises/#exercises).

Resources:
 Handout with summary of group and
self-compassion break.
 Pens and clipboards

Flipcharts:
 Title and running order of group
 Maybe speech bubbles if feeding back to
the board during exercises.
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Picking yourself up group outline
Boundaries and safety chat.
Introduction

5 mins

SOBER Breathing space

What is/isn’t mindfulness? Why do it for addiction? Inc importance
of kindness to self in reducing relapse – but needs practising, like
building muscle.
Suggested
Practice

Breath and body → bring to mind someone who you feel warm
towards: “may you be safe; may you find peace; may you know
kindness”, then same to self briefly, then breath.

15 mins

Inquiry

Inquire about today’s practice; then include home practice too

10 mins

Halfway point – gauge energy in room and move/ground as required
Exercise

Closing

20 mins
Exploring self-compassion:
Ask, “what comes to mind when I say the phrase ‘selfcompassion’?” Discuss issues that arise and, if it doesn’t come up,
ask if anyone thinks:
a) they need to be hard on themselves or they won’t ever change.
b) it sounds hippyish. Discuss. (Can mention the example of training
a dog to show need for kindness to encourage change).
Give out worksheets, folded so they can see the top two boxes only.
Invite them to imagine they are struggling (read out the top of the
worksheet); write in boxes what they typically say to themselves and
what kind of tone – and what they do (could do in pairs if group is
engaged).
Now invite them to imagine someone they care about is really
struggling with something (bottom half of sheet) and do the same.
Discuss what they notice.
Ask how might things change if you said and did the friend things to
yourself? Discuss. They may want to write this down too.
Introduce the self-compassion break: think of a recent time when
struggling (0-5 on scale of 0-10 difficulty) and guide them through:
1 acknowledge → 2 shared humanity → kindness to self (can
mention things like hug/hand on heart/holding hands).
Allow time to write their phrases on handout.
Could read Kindness poem if time.
Set intention for practice over coming days/week – inc home
practice (could include to practise the self-compassion break when
struggling, using their own words).
Go round and say one thing learned/struggled with today
Breathing space and thank you
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10 mins

Picking Yourself Up
(Not Putting Yourself Down!) worksheet
You are beating yourself up – you’ve done something wrong, or something like that and you’re
feeling really bad about yourself. What do you typically say to yourself?

“
”
How do you say it? (tone, attitude)
What do you do?
A friend or someone you care about is beating themselves up – they are feeling really bad about
themselves. What might you say to them?

“
”
How might you say it? (tone, attitude)
What might you do?
How might things change if you spoke to yourself like you do to your
friend/loved one?

(Adapted from Mindful self-compassion by Neff and Germer)
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Picking Yourself Up
(Not Putting Yourself Down!) handout
When we put ourselves down we create a negative feedback loop that makes us feel worse, and
increases the risk of picking up a substance to escape the criticism. So it’s really important to
practise being kind to yourself, even when it feels odd, to help avoid relapse.
In today’s meditation we practised bringing to mind another being that we care about, and said
something like, “May you be safe; may you be well; may you live with ease and kindness.” Then we
turned this on ourselves briefly and wished ourselves well. Practising well-wishing (not worrying
whether we feel it or not!), can help us find it easier to access this inner support at difficult times.
Self-compassion is something strong people practise: it is one of the most powerful sources of
coping and resilience available to us. When we go through major life crises, self-compassion can
make all the difference in our ability to survive - and even thrive (look up Post-Traumatic Growth!).
But will it make me complacent? It’s true that we need to see our mistakes in order to put them
right, but there are different ways of doing this. Think of how you’d feel if you made a mistake and
someone you respected said, “Stupid idiot! Why do you always mess up?!” and compare it to, “Hey
it’s no big deal - it happens to all of us. What can I do to help?” Think of how you’d train a puppy –
if you beat it every time it does the smallest thing wrong, it will want to run away. In order to
change our own behaviour and stay healthy, we NEED to treat ourselves with kindness.

Self-compassion break in three stages – find your own wording that works for you, and say it
to yourself when you’re struggling – see what happens.
1. Acknowledge the difficulty
Instead of trying to escape the feelings (we know that doesn’t work!), saying something like,
“this is hard”; “this is really tough”; “I’m really struggling”
2. Remind yourself everyone suffers
It’s a human thing to suffer – but part of it is feeling very alone, so it helps to remind
ourselves it’s a human thing, saying something like, “everyone feels lost/stuck sometimes”;
“we all feel awful sometimes” “I’m not alone”.
3. Kindness
Acting out the motions of being kind to yourself, whether you feel it or not. Maybe holding
hands together/hugging yourself/something reassuring – and saying something to yourself
like, “you’ll be ok”; “I’m here for you”; “I care about you”.
Your three phrases:
1. (acknowledge)______________________________________________________________
2. (common humanity)_________________________________________________________
3. (kindness)_________________________________________________________________
From Mindful Self-Compassion (Neff & Germer)
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Managing Discomfort
Intentions and notes
A major intention for this group is to help people to understand pain a little better, and for them to
have a new way to explore it and work with it if they want to. For people detoxing or newly off
substances, pain will doubtless crop up at some point: opioids are a strong painkiller, cocaine and
crack are fantastic local anaesthetics, cannabis can improve muscle pain and spasm, and alcohol can
mask a whole host of physical conditions, to name just a few. So when people are starting to go
without these coping strategies it helps if they know they can learn to cope in other ways. It needs to
be emphasised that this is alongside any medical treatment that may be appropriate – we are not
suggesting that people simply sit in pain and do nothing if they may need medical help. But part of
becoming abstinent is also about needing to increase one’s pain threshold, both physically and
emotionally, and if we can help people to discover ways to do this, kindly, then they will have a
greater chance of remaining abstinent.
A body-based practice is used for this group, including a little time spent just noticing if any intense
sensations may be pulling for attention and seeing if it feels safe to explore them or not, with the
option always being to return to the breath or another part of the body which is not feeling
discomfort if not. This paves the way for a more experiential discussion of body sensations, whether
discomfort is noted or not.
Note the group title does not mention ‘pain’, but rather ‘discomfort’. Despite the second half of the
group explicitly covering pain, once we label sensation as ‘pain’ it can be easy to lose the curiosity
and open-mindedness needed to explore it. For this reason the word “pain” is not mentioned until
after the meditation, so that they can explore their experience in a slightly less ‘loaded’ way during
the meditation, with the invitation being to simply explore sensations.
Then in the exercise talk turns to the theory and science behind pain, and possible coping strategies.
I find it helps to do the two arrows theory first, as a simple theoretical introduction – then the
medical explanation makes more sense to people in that context. Eliciting and encouraging
discussion and questions about how it works helps to keep people engaged, and means that
hopefully what you’re saying makes sense to them.
Resources:
 Handout with summary of group
 Guesthouse poem if time

Flipcharts:
 Title and running order of group
 One with stick person for demonstrating
two arrows and then the pain diagram
from the handout.
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Managing discomfort group outline
Boundaries and safety chat.
Introduction

5 mins

SOBER Breathing space

What is/isn’t mindfulness? Why do it for addiction?
Suggested
Practice

Breath → whole body → noticing anywhere pulling for attention
and choosing whether to explore that or stay with the whole body.

15 mins

Inquiry

Inquire about today’s practice; then include home practice too

10 mins

Halfway point – gauge energy in room and move/ground as required
Exercise

Closing

Ask - what is the purpose of pain? (to protect us, tell us something is 20 mins
wrong that needs action).
Go through two arrows story with diagram of person on board (first
arrow is the pain itself – then we throw second arrow of
catastrophising/worrying/imagining: reacting. We can’t avoid the
first, but we can the second. Encourage discussion and check
understanding as you go.
Ask: what do you do when you feel pain? Medicate straight away?
Something else?
Then on same diagram of person, explaining how pain is modulated
in the brain (from handout) – explain warning messages go to the
brain where they are processed and this is like the volume control.
Elicit what in the brain may impact (from top right of handout, and
others they may come up with) and point out it’s the scientific
version of the two arrows.
Possibility of using mindfulness skills to focus elsewhere in the
body/focus on whole body/realise the need to do something else
completely! Use your own examples – i.e. focusing on hands/feet
when at the dentist. Maybe use the analogy of salt in a glass or salt
in a lake (salt=pain; it’s impossible to drink a glass of water with a
handful of salt, but if you put it in a lake it’s drinkable – can focus
into the whole body and create a larger container for the pain).
Point out if you practise when things are ok, skills are stronger and
more easily accessible when in pain.
Could read the Guesthouse if time.
Give out handouts and discuss teaching points.
Set intention for practice over coming days/week – inc home
practice
Go round and say one thing learned/struggled with today
Breathing space and thank you
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10 mins

Managing Discomfort handout

Pain can be totally different depending on where we are, who we’re with, what we’re doing, how
we feel, what the meaning of the pain is, and so on. Athletes often don’t feel a severe injury until
after the event, and pain levels felt by a person at the end of a marathon and after being beaten are
changed by the context, but may be similar levels of actual pain.
Remember the two arrows: we can’t avoid the first arrow (the pain) that’s fired at us – but then we
fire more arrows at ourselves when we think, “This is the worst pain ever”; “This will go on
forever” etc. We can stop the second arrow! And the third and fourth … And this can change our
pain.
Sometimes you need to do something about pain – but sometimes you can’t. This is where the focus
of attention and gentle attitude that we practise in mindfulness can help. What happens if you’re at
the dentist and you focus all your attention on the sensations in your feet? Or try to remember the
words to a song? Play with placing your attention like this to find out what works for you.
By choosing where to put the attention, with an attitude of acceptance, you can start to develop a
different relationship to pain, and therefore suffer less. Ironically, by accepting discomfort, it can
start to bother us less.

When we can uncouple our response to pain from the actual physical sensations,
we find we suffer less.
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You Are Not Your Thoughts (or Feelings!)
Intentions and notes
The intention of this group is to help people to understand that their responses to events are
conditioned and will change depending on various things – a bit like “thoughts are not facts”, but
rather than focusing on how thoughts change over time, we explore how our responses to the
combination of thoughts, feelings and body sensations lead to different consequences, depending on
mood and context. We use this to make the point that we are not ‘fixed’ as we are, but can change –
a well-needed message of hope in early recovery!
The suggested meditation is a lengthened SOBER breathing space, to allow for parsing and
exploration of thoughts, feelings, body sensations in the O. It’s also a good excuse to practise the
format. But it’s not fixed in stone – choose a meditation that suits your group, or you, on that day.
The exercise is based on the one from the ‘Thoughts are not Facts’ group in MBCT4 – do
personalise it for your own group. This version is for the residential treatment centre the course was
developed in, but the important thing is to set up the two different moods in the two scenarios, and
then end each on exactly the same sentence, like “As you go into ___, a (colleague/peer etc) leaves
the room saying they can’t stop. What do you think? How do you feel? What do you notice in your
body?”. The flipchart exercise often generates a fair amount of discussion – and there will often be
one or more people who say their reaction would be the same both times: this is fine – we’re not
trying to force the point – but there are usually at least a few who will point out a few different
reactions. If people are a bit ‘stuck’ and not willing to share, it can help to make the point that there
are no ‘right’ or ‘expected’ answers, and there are no brownie points for being calm or reasonable.
This is about our gut reaction, not how we think we should react.
The final teaching point, about neuroplasticity, helps people to see that they can change. Groups
have been interested in the word itself – it can be fun to just put it up on the board and ask who
knows what it means, and then break it in two and elicit “neuro” as “nerve” or “brain” - and then
“plastic” - giving clues like “plasticine” if needed – brains can change!
Resources:
 Handout with summary of group
 Paper and pens for all residents

Flipcharts:
 Title and running order of group
 Columns: thought-feeling-bodyconsequence
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You are not your thoughts (or feelings) group outline
Boundaries and safety chat.
Introduction

5 mins

SOBER Breathing space

What is/isn’t mindfulness? Why do it for addiction? Inc. creating
new neural pathways to replace autopilot – not stuck as you are.
Suggested
Practice

Lengthened SOBER breathing space with elongated O. Can also
give other anchors as well as breath in B.

15 mins

Inquiry

Inquire about today’s practice; then include home practice too

10 mins

Halfway point – gauge energy in room and move/ground as required
Exercise

Closing

20 mins
Dining room exercise: two scenarios; give out paper and pens.
Scenario 1: “You wake up late, with your alarm going off and your
keyworker banging at the door, telling you off. You drag yourself out
of bed, tripping over something on the floor as you race to get some
breakfast. As you go into the dining room, a peer leaves the room
saying they can’t stop. What do you think? How do you feel? What
do you notice in your body?” Write down on paper.
Scenario 2: “You wake up just before your alarm, feeling refreshed
and well-slept. You have a leisurely shower and feel good. As you
head towards the dining room your keyworker compliments you on
something you did well the day before. As you go into the dining
room, a peer leaves the room saying they can’t stop. What do you
think? How do you feel? What do you notice in your body?” Write
down on paper.
Using columns flipchart, feed back various answers from both
scenarios into columns thoughts, feeling, body.
Discuss differences/similarities and ask what they notice. Elicit:
person, mood, context etc. affect thoughts.
Ask what consequence in final column each row might lead to.
*Teaching point – when we believe thoughts and act on feelings,
repeating consequences regularly, we create neural pathways habits. These can be changed by noticing thoughts and changing
consequences, but first task is to notice them. New neural pathways
(and therefore habits) can be created by doing them regularly:
“neuroplasticity” (brain – changing). We are not stuck as we are.
Give out handouts and discuss teaching points.
Set intention for practice over coming days/week – inc. home
practice
Go round and say one thing learned/struggled with today
Breathing space and thank you
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10 mins

You Are Not Your Thoughts (or Feelings!) handout
One aim when practising mindfulness is to be more aware, more often. This way we learn to spot
our automatic reactions to events, and see how we are led down old familiar pathways when in
autopilot. When we see how this works, we can start to make different choices.
We all react to situations differently, and depending on how we feel or what is going on for us at the
time. We explored this example today:
Situation

Peer leaves the
room when you go
in.

Thought

Feeling

Body

Consequence

“They didn’t even look Upset
at me”

Tightness in stomach,
knot in throat

Cry

“What have I done? I
must have done
something wrong”

Worried

Butterflies in stomach, Talk to someone
shaky

“Nobody likes me”

Miserable

Numbness, heaviness

Isolate

“They always were
ignorant”

Angry

Tense in arms, full of
energy

Follow them and hit
them

“I hope they’re ok”

Concerned

A bit tense.

Maybe catch them
later

These images all have more than one way of seeing them. Similarly, situations are not as clear
as they seem at first.
There is no “right” and “wrong” answer to how we SHOULD feel,
think or act, but we can see that the same situation can end up with
really different outcomes, depending on how we perceive it. Often a
thought will come up, and we end up in a maelstrom of thoughts,
feelings and urges, which can lead to using/drinking, without us
really knowing how we ended up there.
Spotting these processes early is difficult to start with, because they can
occur quite automatically and overtake us, without us even knowing
quite what has happened. This is why it’s important to
take time to practise spotting your inner monologue
and how your body, thoughts, feelings and urges all
relate to each other when things are ok, so you’re more
practised when things are difficult.
The good news is that we can rewire our brains and
learn healthier habits, if we take time to pay attention
and become aware of our inner processes. By exploring your experience and
changing what you do in response you are practising new ways of being.

From thoughts come actions. From actions come all sorts of consequences.
Which thoughts will we invest in?
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Mindful Communication
Intentions and notes
The intention of this session is to encourage people to really listen to each other – and also to give
the opportunity for them to (hopefully!) feel heard by someone else. As the handout says, times of
conflict with others are a huge trigger for substance misuse, so if we can help people to experience a
more ‘aware’ - mindful – way of communicating then they may remember this when stuck in old
patterns of conflict at some point in future.
It seems like a good opportunity to bring in a meditation practice of awareness of sounds, to start
opening up the ears and exercising the listening parts of the brain – but as always this is a
suggestion, so use what seems appropriate for you and your group.
The most important thing with the exercise is to ensure you’re really clear about the order of what
people are going to be asked to do, and to explain it in the right order for them, so that they are
clear. I usually write the two topics on the board in advance and have it hidden - revealing it when I
reveal the topics, immediately before doing the exercise itself, when they’re already in position and
know who’s going first etc. This is to avoid them planning/overthinking it beforehand and not
listening to the instructions properly – this can be a really anxiety-provoking exercise for people.
This anxiety is another reason it’s important to give permission to sit in silence if they run out of
things to say, and to give them a ‘job’ to do in that time (bring awareness to the body).
It’s also worth repeating that they will summarise what they heard back to the other person when
it’s their turn – not giving any feedback about how well the other person is doing, or encouraging
them – but saying what they heard. People often want to support each other and let the other person
know how well they think they’re doing, but it can be a much more powerful experience simply
hearing what you’ve said fed back to you through another person’s filters.
I find this group works best with at least three pairs – less than three and people can tend to feel
more awkward and anxious about speaking. Having said that, one learning outcome for someone in
this group once was his ability to face that anxiety and awkwardness, and the strength he felt he’d
gained from ‘feeling the fear and doing it anyway’.
Resources:
 Handout with summary of group

Flipcharts:
 Title and running order of group
 Topics for talking about
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Mindful Communication group outline
Boundaries and safety chat.
Introduction

5 mins

SOBER Breathing space

What is/isn’t mindfulness? Why do it for addiction?
Suggested
Practice

Breath → sounds → open awareness.

15 mins

Inquiry

Inquire about today’s practice; then include last week’s practice too

10 mins

Halfway point – gauge energy in room and move/ground as required
Exercise

Closing

20 mins
Invite participants to get into pairs and decide on who is an apple
and who is a banana (or longest hair or other way):
Demonstrate chairs arranged in pairs like a kissing chair (facing in
opposite directions next to each other, so they can speak quietly to
the other person and be heard).
Explain what is going to happen before you start it:
 Apples will speak for two minutes on a topic you will give
them; bananas can say nothing at all, but must just listen.
 Bananas will then summarise what they heard back to apples.
 Swap round and repeat
Tell them that if they run out of things to say, not to worry –
sitting in silence is fine: just focus on sensations in the body
if so. Any questions about the setup?
Reveal choices of topic:
 Something you’ve achieved recently that you’re proud of;
 Something you hope to achieve in the future.
Start the exercise from sitting in silence with an awareness of the
body; invite them to see what it’s like trying to keep some awareness
of the body as they talk and listen. Return to the body between each
part – signify by ringing a bell.
At the end invite them to thank their partners; back to main group
and ask – what’s it like being really heard? What’s it like listening
without speaking?
*Possible learning points – we often don’t really listen when others
are talking; it feels validating being really heard.
Give out handouts and discuss teaching points.
Set intention for practice over coming days/week – inc home
practice
Go round and say one thing learned/struggled with today
Breathing space and thank you
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10 mins

Mindful Communication handout
We know that conflict with others is one of the most common triggers leading to substance use.
When we fall into old familiar patterns of communication with others we are often triggered, and
respond in old familiar ways.
Often, when we think we are listening, we’re:
 Thinking of what we’re going to say
back to the person,
 Waiting to say it,
 Not paying any attention at all,
nodding in the right places, while
thinking of something else entirely.

Being aware of how we are communicating and listening fully to others can help us to respond in
new ways, which can help us break out of our old habits and weaken addictions. In this session we
experiment with fully listening, remaining aware of what is going on in our bodies while we listen,
and giving the other person our full attention.
Some things to play with to help improve communication are -



Asking yourself “who am I listening to right now?” (often you’ll find it’s yourself – let your
inner voice just be, and refocus on the other person).



Remaining 50% aware of your body sensations while you’re talking to someone, and 50%
aware of what you’re doing/saying/hearing. When you spot you’re triggered in some way,
use that as an opportunity to go slow and take care of yourself.



Pausing before replying, taking a moment to check you’ve heard what they said.

How to HEAR the other person:

Halt whatever you are doing and offer your full attention.
Enjoy a breath as you choose to receive whatever is being communicated to you—wanted
or unwanted.

Ask yourself if you really know what they mean and if you don’t, ask for clarification.
Instead of making assumptions, bring openness and curiosity to the interaction. You might
be surprised at what you discover.

Reflect back to them what you heard. This tells them that you were really listening.
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Allowing and Letting Be
Intentions and notes
The intention for this group is to help people understand that being with experience, mindfully, can
help them to make wiser choices. Therefore it’s helpful to start with the ABC introduction of
mindfulness: We deliberately keep returning our Attention non-judgmentally to an anchor in the
present moment, in order to learn to Be with whatever arises, both pleasant and unpleasant. This
reduces the need to chase the pleasant and avoid the unpleasant, so helps us make wiser Choices and reduces the need for substances.
Walking is the suggested meditation, more to give a balanced variety of different meditations
throughout the course than for any reason linked to the exercise, so do feel free to do whichever
meditation you think.
The vicious flower is a well-known exercise from CBT, and was adapted by Melanie Fennell for
mindfulness-based approaches; it is sometimes used in adapted MBCT courses. I have put in the
breathing space instead of ‘mindful awareness’ as suggested by her, in order to give more focus for
people at this early stage in recovery. As the SOBER breathing space is practised regularly in class,
suggesting they practise a familiar, structured exercise when struggling may help – though you
could also mention that they can simply explore in the body, or even bring mindfulness awareness
to their experience if you have more experienced, motivated participants present.
And then at the end of the exercise you can bring it back to the ABC – where they can see they have
learned a useful tool which can help them change their behaviours, by accepting their experience!
The Responding vs Reacting chiasmus (see below) is a useful thing to put on the board if people
don’t get the difference – it’s quite punchy and easy to remember.

Responding:

Thinking

before

Acting

Reacting:

Acting

before

Thinking

Resources:
 Handout with summary of group

Flipcharts:
 Title and running order of group
 Blank for vicious flower
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Allowing and letting be group outline
Boundaries and safety chat.
Introduction

5 mins

SOBER Breathing space

What is/isn’t mindfulness? Why do it for addiction? (use ABC, p9)
Suggested
Practice

Walking

15 mins

Inquiry

Inquire about today’s practice; then include last week’s practice too

10 mins

Halfway point – gauge energy in room and move/ground as required
Exercise

Closing

20 mins
Vicious flower exercise:
 Draw up “suffering” in circle in centre of board
 Invite group to call to mind times when they have
experienced pain – thoughts, emotions, body sensations,
impulses & put in the middle.
 Elicit things people do to deal with suffering and write them
round edge of circle.
 Ask, why do we do these? Elicit that it is understandable,
trying to protect ourselves. Now, how well do they work?
 Go round each – if it helps, line goes from circle outwards –
if not, line goes round each response and back to circle.
 Focus on when not helpful – what are consequences of these
things? (short and long-term) – what when they don’t work?
- what do they do to the painful experience itself?
 Point out that petals group into themes of avoidance
(drugs/distraction) and entanglement (ruminating/
wallowing); discuss continuum of avoidance←→
entanglement and how the breathing space gives us an exit
from where we can decide how to act.
 Link to the ABC – by mindfully Being with this discomfort
by doing the breathing space, sensing the breath and
exploring the body, we have the opportunity to make wiser
Choices.
 Breathing space and handout.
Set intention for practice over coming days/week – inc home
practice
Go round and say one thing learned/struggled with today
Breathing space and thank you
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10 mins

Allowing and Letting Be handout
What do you do when you experience unpleasant thoughts, feelings and sensations?
The petals on the vicious flower (right) may
seem like a good idea at the time, and some
may even work for a little while, but in the
long term they all lead back to the suffering in
the centre, and some make it worse.
Avoidance
Distraction can be a helpful choice, if it is
done consciously to get through a particularly
hard time, but if you continually avoid your
experience, pushing it away, it can start to
influence you without you realising, which can
lead back to active addiction.
Entanglement
The opposite of avoidance is getting caught up
in it, or wallowing. We can plan, learn from
mistakes, and think our way through some
problems, but some are not solvable by thinking. You can end up getting more caught up in them
and going round in circles, getting more anxious and depressed – and back to addiction.
There is another way!
First, let go of trying to make things different, and take a SOBER breathing space. It doesn’t mean
giving up - but by allowing whatever is happening now, you can start from where you are instead of
pretending things are different. And at least if you truly know what’s happening for you now, you
can make better decisions about what to do next, and not just react in a knee-jerk way.

Avoidance____________________________________________________Entanglement
Breathing space
Respond, rather than React
(where reacting = acting before thinking,
and responding = thinking before acting)

“The curious paradox is that when I accept myself just as I am,
then I can change”
Carl Rogers
Thanks to Oxford Mindfulness Centre.
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Exploring Refraining
Intentions and notes
The intention for this group is to give people an opportunity to explore NOT doing something
which would normally be second nature to them, and to learn that by mindfully practising not doing
small things they will get more control over the big things – and thus a better chance of avoiding
their substance of choice.
The suggested practice is a body scan, but could be anything you feel appropriate for the group – to
ensure they’re getting a balance of different practices throughout the course.
The farmyard theme seemed appropriate for this group – exploring our PIG (see the group outline)
using the COW may sound filthy(!), but it seems to catch people’s imagination and stick in the
mind. Discussing reactions to our PIG can invite really rich discussion – you can mention the jackin-the-box theory of fighting our impulses (the more you fight them, the more power they’re
gaining, ready to pop up when you least expect it!) - or using phrases such as ‘what we resist,
persists’. Always check out with people whether what you’re saying resonates, and if not – get
curious about what they think.
The point of the COW is to show that there is another way to deal with impulses to act. Rather than
try to lay out all the attitudinal foundations for people, simplifying it down to these three aspects
makes it easier for people to remember and use in future. It’s adapted from a 12-step talk about the
HOW of recovery: Honesty, Openness and Willingness, so if you have any 12-steppers in the group
they may have heard of this.
In terms of the fruit pastille, this is suggested because they’re famous for being impossible not to
chew and are small, so not too bad for you (though you should check if anyone in the group has
diabetes before doing this). Other ideas you could use (sadly equally as bad for diabetics) might be:


eating a sugared donut without licking your lips (though in the early stages of recovery
sugar can be a huge issue and these contain lots!),



exploring how a piece of chocolate smells, looks, and feels, before putting it in the mouth
and not sucking or chewing it.

You can also mention the difficulties in not scratching an itch (mentioning an itch often induces
itching in people! You could practise with that), or the urge to say something when it feels like you
really have to say it – or ask for other examples that bring up people’s PIGs.
Resources:
 Handout with summary of group
 Fruit pastilles

Flipcharts:
 Title and running order of group
 COW
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Exploring refraining group outline
Boundaries and safety chat.
Introduction

5 mins

SOBER Breathing space

What is/isn’t mindfulness? Why do it for addiction?
Suggested
Practice

Body scan

15 mins

Inquiry

Inquire about today’s practice; then include last week’s practice too

10 mins

Halfway point – gauge energy in room and move/ground as required
Exercise

Closing

20 mins
Refraining
Introduce to our PIG – Problem of Immediate Gratification. Elicit
times our PIG might come out to play – wanting cigarettes, biscuits,
drugs, alcohol, sugar, hitting someone, shopping etc.
Ask how do you deal with that? Does it work? Discuss fighting
impulses and whether it works long-term. Suggest what we resist,
persists and discuss what it’s like being in a battle with an impulse.
Introduce the antidote: the curious COW – up on flipchart, briefly:
Curiosity – getting interested in our experience
Open-mindedness – remember we don’t know what is going to
happen
Willingness – allowing whatever happens to happen without fighting
it.
Say now we’re going to practise these attitudes while we do
something..
Give out one fruit pastille each and ask people to hold in their hands.
Guide through exploring the fruit pastille like the raisin exercise, but
say we’re going to see what happens when we suck, don’t chew!
Explore the sensations, as though you’ve never eaten a fruit pastille
before; get curious about taste and texture – use the COW.
What was that like? What did you notice? Did you chew?
Discuss the difference between exploring mindfully and just forcing
yourself not to chew. The COW turns it from a white-knuckle
experience of forcing yourself not to chew to a mindful experience.
*Learning point - The more you practice refraining mindfully on
small things, the easier it will be on big things. Can discuss itches –
noticing what they feel like/do they move/go/get worse etc.
End on another fruit pastille!
Set intention for practice over coming days/week – inc home
practice
Go round and say one thing learned/struggled with today
Breathing space and thank you
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10 mins

Exploring Refraining handout
Often when faced with the Problem of Immediate Gratification
(our PIG), wanting anything Right Now – a biscuit/cigarette/drink/
use-up/chocolate/fight - we try to fight the impulse, saying, “don’t
do it!” to ourselves. We can end up arguing with ourselves,
focusing more and more on the craving as we try to push it away.
But like pushing down on a jack-in-the-box, the more we deny and
avoid these feelings, the bigger the craving gets – what we resist,
persists - so that when the box finally opens, up come all the
feelings and the urge can feel overwhelming.
You can only ‘white-knuckle’ it for so long before your willpower cracks and you give in.
Instead of fighting the urge, bringing mindful attention to how we feel when we refrain can change
all that...
Bringing this mindful awareness to small urges to do things – like scratching an itch, chewing a
fruit pastille, or even brushing the teeth with the usual hand – can help you to build the muscle of
refraining, so that when the big urges come along you’ll find it easier to do something different.

How? The Mindful Recovery COW
When refraining, take the pressure off by giving yourself time and bringing the following attitudes
to your experience:

Curiosity: getting interested in experience
Open-mindedness: not knowing what is coming next
Willingness: allowing whatever happens,
without judgment

By exploring your physical, mental and emotional experience in this way, and noticing how it
changes, trusting that it will pass, you can start to create new, healthier patterns of behaviour
without the struggle.

So, when you practise refraining: give it time, remember the COW,
and see what happens.
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Balance and Meaning
Intentions and notes
The intention of this group is to help people to work out how they will fill their time to avoid
relapse, and to start to find meaning and joy in life.
The raisin is the suggested practice because it’s a great way to help people to explore presentmoment experience using a real-world, practical exercise, and eating links in nicely to day-to-day
life.
If you’re not familiar with the relapse process, it’s laid out in an accessible cartoon in Relapse
Prevention for Addictive Behaviors20 (pp16-17). It goes as follows:
Lifestyle imbalance: shows Fred busy at work, Sunday 7am - LEADS TO
Desire for indulgence: Fred thinks, “Um, glad I’ve got that report out of the way. And now for a
nice Sunday” - LEADS TO
Urges and Cravings: Sunday noon Fred thinks of beer – says, “no I’m dry” - LEADS TO
Seemingly Irrelevant Decisions: on the way home Fred thinks, “I must drop in and say hello to
Mark on the way” - LEADS TO
at Mark’s house:

High Risk Situation: Mark says, “Hi, come in – I was just having a drink”
Mark says, “you must have a drink with me”
Then the cartoon splits into

1. a coping resonse, where Fred says no and feels increased self-efficacy
2. a non coping response, where Fred has a drink and feels the rule violation effect, dissonance and
conflict, leading to increased chance of further relapse.
As addiction workers we spend a lot of time working on the parts from urges and cravings onwards
– but lifestyle balance is the first step, and sets up the rest of the process. If we can get this right, we
can stop the rest from snowballing into relapse. As well as Fred’s example of overwork, not doing
enough, or having an imbalance between different areas of life works just the same. So here we
make this explicit and allow people to explore what they may want to do, ending with one simple
step that they can do in the next week to move closer to that life.
Resources:
 Handout (2-sided) with summary of
group
 Raisin if doing raisin exercise

Flipcharts:
 Title and running order of group
 Cartoon of relapse process
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Balance and meaning group outline
Boundaries and safety chat.
Introduction

5 mins

SOBER Breathing space

What is/isn’t mindfulness? Why do it for addiction?
Suggested
Practice

The raisin

15 mins

Inquiry

Inquire about today’s practice; then include last week’s practice too

10 mins

Halfway point – gauge energy in room and move/ground as required
Exercise

Closing

20 mins
Introduce relapse process on the flipchart: Lifestyle imbalance →
desire for indulgence → urges/cravings → and so on.. elicit from
the group as you go through it.
Say we spend a lot of time in treatment working on the later parts of
the process, but if you can get the balance right at the start, you can
reduce that second step of desire for indulgence – and thus the
amount and severity of cravings and relapses.
Early recovery is also a great time for re-evaluating who you are and
deciding who you want to become.
Show them worksheet 1 and invite them to choose five values that
feel important to them (give them a few minutes on their own); feed
back and discuss.
Then invite them to work out ways they would like to spend their
time using worksheet 2. They can have as many or as few ideas as
come up – this is more about thinking about the future they would
like than striving for ideas if they’re not there yet. Feed back to the
group.
Then narrowing down and choosing one small thing they will do
differently in the next week to start on their path. Help them make it
SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, time-bounded).
Affirm intention for practice over coming days/week – inc home
practice
Go round and say one thing learned/struggled with today
Breathing space and thank you
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10 mins

Balance and Meaning handout
Lifestyle imbalance is the first step in the relapse process:
Doing too much
It’s tempting in early recovery to
throw yourself into work and try to
always keep yourself busy. It can
feel like a healthy recovery from
addiction, but not balancing this
with downtime leads to a desire for
indulgence in the form of
relaxation, time alone and release.
Doing too little
A lack of meaning in life with few
day-to-day activities or contacts
with others can lead to feelings of
emptiness, and a desire for
indulgence in the form of
excitement, contact and release.

Desire for
indulgence

This leads to urges and cravings to
drink or use, which you might try
to push away..

Urges & cravings

SIDs
Seemingly Irrelevant Decisions

So you think, “I’ll just nip to the
cashpoint to get some money for a
takeaway” or “I’ll just go and see
[someone you used to use/drink
with] to see how they are”.
Something seemingly innocent, but
that sets you up for what comes
next...
And WHAM! - you’re being
offered drugs or drink before you
know it. You can either turn it
down and escape the process – or
relapse.

HRS
High Risk Situation

It’s important to learn skills to deal with the later stages in the process, but you can reduce the risk
of even getting there by thinking about the life you want now, and planning a meaningful life with a
balance of work, rest and play.

“Create a life you don’t need a break from …
do the planning now, so you don’t need to escape later.”
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Balance and Meaning worksheet 1
Drinking/using takes up a LOT of time and energy, and leaves behind a huge gap.
It also gets in the way of working out who you are and what makes you happy, so it can be difficult
to start to work all this out in early recovery. Working out what makes you tick will be an important
part of recovery, but there’s no need to rush it at this stage! Just starting to get an idea of what is
important to you at the moment might help show the way towards a happier life, but don’t expect it
to stay the same in months/years to come – enjoy exploring ideas and stay open-minded to change.
What is important to you?
From this list: 1: add any important values not on the list
2: then circle the five most important to you at the moment.
(Don’t overthink it – just go with what feels right now and go with your gut).

Achievement

Adventure

Authenticity

Balance

Challenge

Commitment

Compassion

Concern for others

Courage

Creativity

Curiosity

Empathy

Excellence

Fairness

Faith

Family

Financial stability

Freedom

Friendship

Fun

Generosity

Growth

Happiness

Harmony

Health

Honesty

Humour

Integrity

Kindness

Knowledge

Learning

Loyalty

Openness

Perseverance

Power & authority

Recognition

Religion

Respect for others

Responsibility

Security

Self-care

Self-respect

Serenity

Service to others

Others:

_______________

______________

________________

Based on the Deepest Values Checklist in The Power of Full Engagement by Loehr & Schwartz
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Balance and Meaning worksheet 2
Bearing in mind the five values you’ve identified, spend some time filling in the circle below with
activities that fit into the three areas of work, rest and play. Start with things you already do and
need to do – then let your mind play with things you’d like to do.
Think about who it’s good for you to be around and who you may need to avoid, aiming for a
balance between time with others and time alone.

Rest:
downtime - meditation

Play:
hobbies - fun

Work:
(inc. unpaid work –
housework/children etc.)

Intention for the next week:
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Noticing Nature group
Intentions and notes
The intention for this group is to provide a fully experiential group involving the outdoors, to
improve appreciation and a sense of belonging in the world. This is a lovely group to just allow
people to experience whatever they experience, and to understand that this is what mindfulness is. It
could even be split into two groups, one using the “sound map” and one using the “me map”. It can
be a soothing group for if there have been difficulties in the group recently, or if you’ve picked up
on a lot of striving in recent groups.
This is not included in the core groups, for a few reasons – you may not have access to nature in
your setting and it’s not strictly teaching any core recovery skills, but it was on the cusp between
core and not-core as it deals with striving so nicely. And even if you can’t access nature where you
are, you could do a different first meditation and then the ‘me map’ wherever you are.
The meditation is a senses-based exercise, using all the senses – if you notice the sun on your face,
bring this in, and if you notice a breeze on the skin then mention that. The idea is to help people to
connect with present-moment experience in an embodied way, so the more genuine your guidance
is, the more easily this will happen (as with all the mindfulness exercises!).
Both exercises involve the group needing to go off on their own and sit down, so sitting mats are
helpful (little foldable ones are available online very cheaply – or just bits of cardboard would do).
Do encourage people not to go off in pairs or groups – this is a solitary exercise. When sending
them off, make sure they know to stay within eyesight (I find it helpful to have a volunteer help
with this group for that reason, but that will depend on the setup of your organisation).
The maps can give people who struggle to sit quietly something to focus on while they are mindful,
and a ‘task’ to complete, so can help to engage those who are not naturally attracted to mindfulness,
and help them to notice either external or internal events.
Tell the group to reconvene at a set point when they hear the bell, and do a short inquiry. I’ve
always found this group takes longer than I thought it would, with people really enjoying the
opportunity to be with themselves, quietly in nature, and coming out of group feeling invigorated
and calmed.

Resources:
 Blank paper
 coloured pens/pencils/crayons
 clipboards
 sitting mats

Flipcharts:
 None - outdoors
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Noticing nature group outline
Boundaries and safety chat.
Introduction

5 mins

SOBER Breathing space

What is/isn’t mindfulness? Why do it for addiction?
Suggested
Practice

Standing outdoors – feel feet on floor and body standing; wide open 15 mins
awareness → sight (inc. focusing on something in detail, and
zooming out) → sounds → touch (touch something and notice
sensations) → smell → taste?

Inquiry

Inquire about today’s practice; then include last week’s practice too

10 mins

Halfway point – gauge energy in room and move/ground as required
Exercise

Closing

20 mins
Sound map
Standing in a group and noticing that if you cup your hands behind
your ears – making ‘deer ears’ - this boosts hearing – gives us
‘superhearing’. Playing with that and noticing the difference
between normal sounds and sounds with superhearing.
Doing a sound map of the area: giving each participant a piece of
paper, pen(s) and sitting mat, and telling them to go and find
somewhere to settle and draw a sound map of what they can hear.
They can draw it however they want, with images, words, or a
mixture. Tell them that this is just for themselves – they won’t be
sharing it with the group.
OR
Me map
They are going to draw a ‘me map’, noting down whatever they
notice is going on their bodies and minds. Give everyone a piece of
paper, telling them to choose pen(s) and sitting mat, and tell them to
find somewhere to settle. However they want to represent things is
up to them – images, words, colours, whatever makes sense to them.
Tell them this is just for them and they do not have to share it.
Feed back to group one word for how that was (likely time is short!)
Set intention for practice over coming days/week – inc home
practice
Go round and say one thing learned/struggled with today
Breathing space and thank you
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10 mins

Channelling Anger
Intentions and notes
This is an add-on group, for if there are a number of people with anger problems in the group.
Anger can be a powerful force for relapse, whether trying to avoid becoming angry, or using or
drinking due to anger itself or the remorse and shame that follows. So in this group we learn about
the process of anger (helping to recognise it, and thus decentre from it), and also cover and discuss
some ways to deal with it.
The suggested practice is walking – movement can help to ease people who may be wound up and
tense, but as always do something else if it seems better to you.
The exercise starts with an optional discussion of statements – you judge whether this feels
appropriate to you or not. The statements are adapted from SAMHSA12’s anger management
programme, as is the whole exercise, but I have had mixed results with them, with one group
thinking they were too obvious (maybe they weren’t an angry enough group!). For this reason, the
statements are slightly toned down from SAMHSA’s programme ones – perhaps if you have a very
angry group you could use the originals from their programme.
You can elicit the cues using a flipchart laid out like the one on page 20, with a person’s outline,
thinking bubble and heart for feelings, with an extra box for behaviours, to help people parse their
experience.
When eliciting the responses at the end, guide them through any coping strategies like box
breathing, so that they have real-life experience of doing them, rather than just talking about them.
This will help them have more confidence in dealing with the situation when it arises.
Resources:
 Handout with summary of group
 [optional: Statements for discussion, cut
up into separate statements]

Flipcharts:
 Title and running order of group
 Blank body/thoughts/heart/action
 Buildup → explosion → aftermath
 Management strategies
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Channelling anger group outline
Boundaries and safety chat.
Introduction

5 mins

SOBER Breathing space

What is/isn’t mindfulness? Why do it for addiction? Use ABC
Suggested
Practice

Walking

15 mins

Inquiry

Inquire about today’s practice; then include home practice too

10 mins

Halfway point – gauge energy in room and move/ground as required
Exercise

Closing

20 mins
Channelling anger
[Optional: Give out statements to discuss; ask what do you think?]
What are your triggers?
Elicit cues on flipchart – person/thought/heart/action
Explain the buildup – explosion – aftermath graph on flipchart
Say, mindfulness can help you to avoid doing something you might
regret later. Ask, when is the best point in the cycle to break it? Elicit
the buildup phase. Explain that practising the SOBER breathing
space each day when things are good helps you to spot your own
cues when they come because you’re more in touch with it – and
therefore more in control. (Refer back to ABC).
Then..
Strategies to manage when they notice the buildup – first thing:
SOBER BS! (do one now in group)..
Then Respond more wisely, rather than React. Elicit ways from the
group and put on the board, discussing each: time outs; talk to
friend; exercise; thought stopping; explore primary feeling beneath;
breathing slow; relaxation; acting opposite. Guide them through box
breathing when you get to it.
Give out handouts and discuss teaching points.
Set intention for practice over coming days/week – inc home
practice
Go round and say one thing learned/struggled with today
Breathing space and thank you
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10 mins

Channelling Anger

handout

The aggression cycle has three phases – after the trigger is the buildup, where you will notice all
sorts of cues that tell you anger is building up. If you can spot these and prevent them from
continuing, you can avoid the next stages..
The second stage is the explosion, where you act on your anger, whether physically, verbally, or
otherwise. This is followed by the aftermath, where you regret the explosion and have to face the
consequences.

from SAMHSA Anger Management Workbook

So, how to prevent the explosion?
The more aware you are of your mind and body, the more quickly you will be able to tune into your
experience to spot the clues of the build-up phase. Noticing when you feel tense and irritable and
are going over hostile thoughts can give you the chance to avoid it progressing.
So practising the SOBER Breathing space each day can help you to learn to more quickly tune in to
how you are feeling. And at times of difficulty just doing a quick breathing space can help you
pause and take a moment, to help you respond differently.
When you’ve spotted you’re in the buildup phase some of the following may help:









Taking time out, walking away and taking some time
Talking to a friend or someone you trust
Exercise – working off some of that adrenaline
Thought stopping
Exploring the primary feeling beneath
Breathing slow/box breathing
Progressive muscle relaxation
or something else that works for you: ___________________________________________
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Channelling anger phrases for printing/cutting out and discussion

“Anger usually leads to aggression.”

“Some people are just angry people, and always will be.”

“It’s healthy to vent anger if you feel it.”

“You have to be aggressive to get what you want sometimes.”
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Polyvagal System
Intentions and notes
**This is not a mindfulness group! Only use if needed for trauma populations**
Because this isn’t a mindfulness group I was unsure about including it here, but have found it very
useful in helping people with a lot of trauma to engage in subsequent mindfulness groups. The
exercise in place of a mindfulness meditation is a safe place exercise used by therapists in EMDR10
before they get stuck into the trauma work proper: people need to be able to feel safe before doing
any work like that - and similarly if there is a lot of trauma then this can help people to start to selfregulate and feel safer to practise mindfulness. So this is a good one to do if you have a very
traumatised group, or if you think you see them dissociating or struggling to connect with other
groups in the programme. But it’s a visualisation of an imaginary safe place that you can go to – so
is very different to the staying in the present-time, real moment of mindfulness.
The drawback of doing this is that the ‘safe place’ exercise sticks in people’s heads (most people
love it!) and they remember it as mindfulness because you as the mindfulness teacher taught it – so
you need to be very clear that it isn’t. On balance, I thought it was worth keeping in here, and
running the risk of slightly confusing people about mindfulness/visualisation, in order to help them
regulate enough to be able to engage with mindfulness in subsequent sessions.
The safe place exercise is important, to set people up with a regulating tool for the second part of
the session. Take the group through it slowly while doing it yourself. Then when you’ve finished,
give out the worksheet and pens and invite them to fill them in straight away, so they have a
reminder of their safe place.
If you’re not familiar with the work of Steven Porges and the polyvagal theory, Deb Dana* has
done some very accessible introductions, so do have a look at her youtube videos and website
before you run the group. Anita Lewis* also does some good training in this.
The discussion of the polyvagal system can be triggering for people, so if you’re aware of specific
triggers for people, avoid talking about them (though you likely won’t be aware of all triggers, so
can’t 100% avoid it), and be prepared to go into the safe place again whenever you sense the group
or anyone in it may need to. And make sure you do it again at the end, so that everyone can get a
chance to experience their safe place again before leaving.

Resources:
 Pens/clipboards
 Worksheet
 Handout with summary of group

Flipcharts:
 Title and running order of group
 Vagal system ladder
 Bullet points of ways to climb ladder
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Polyvagal system group outline
Boundaries and safety chat.
Introduction

5 mins

SOBER Breathing space

Explain today isn’t mindfulness but increasing feelings of safety
Practice

15 mins
Safe place visualisation, using key word and bilateral stimulation.
Give out sheets and encourage them to fill them in – reassure no-one
else will see them – it’s just for them.

Inquiry

Inquire about today’s practice; then include last week’s practice too

10 mins

Halfway point – gauge energy in room and move/ground as required
Exercise

Closing

20 mins
Ask how do you feel when things are going ok and you feel in
control? Elicit safe, social and engaged with life and others: when
things are working ok for us we feel connected and safe. (Draw the
ladder and put safe/social at the top with a pic of a happy person).
Ask if the fire alarms all went off in here now, what’s the first thing
we would all do? They’ll likely say things like leave the room etc –
keep asking before that? Until you elicit or tell them we would all
look at each other first. The need for social connection is paramount.
Then what? And how would you feel? Elicit things connected with
fight/flight (run, heart pounding, jump up etc.) (write fight/flight in
middle of ladder and a pic of a frazzled person)
Imagine a herd of deer going through something equivalently scary:
a tiger attacks, they all look at each other and run – but one gets
caught. What happens when the deer is in the mouth of the tiger
about to die? Elicit going limp – freeze/faint - and put at the bottom
of the ladder with a floppy looking person.
Point out that we sometimes get triggered and end up going down
the ladder – our bodies want to protect us. But it’s really
uncomfortable – and not needed when we’re just arguing with
someone. So what can we do about it?
Introduce the polyvagal nerve: explain it’s from the root poly = more
than one (branch of nerve); vagal = from same root as vagrant &
vagabond = wandering (round the body). Goes from the body to the
anxiety-processing part of the brain, so we can actually affect our
anxiety levels by changing our breathing and moving. Discuss.
Go through ways to climb the ladder to rest and digest.
If you sense anyone is shut down or otherwise triggered, you could
invite some movement or brief grounding – sense what feels needed
to you.
Then talk them through revisiting the safe place, saying the cue word
to themselves, and doing bilateral stimulation if that helps. Ensure
you leave at least 5 mins for this, to help settle anything triggered by
the conversation.
Set intention for practice over coming days/week – inc home
practice
Go round and say one thing learned/struggled with today
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10 mins

Breathing space and thank you – next time we will do mindfulness!
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Polyvagal System worksheet
Safe Place Exercise (NOT mindfulness – but good prep!)
Find somewhere comfortable and settle down into a relaxed position (where you won’t fall asleep!).
Start by feeling the body sitting or lying there and taking some deep breaths – close your eyes if that
feels ok.
Image – think of a place with positive associations, where you feel safe, comfortable, peaceful or
calm (it might be good to avoid anywhere with close family members). If it’s difficult to think of
one, create an imaginary place. If any danger enters, don’t try to get rid of it – move on and find
another place. Identify one image that you can easily return to and which creates a personal feeling
of calm and safety.
Image: _______________________________________________________________________
Enhancement – describe any sounds, pleasant smells, tastes, feelings.
Sensations/feelings: ____________________________________________________________
Emotions and sensations – focus on the image, feel the positive emotions, and identify the location
of the pleasant physical sensation.
Where in body: ________________________________________________
Cue word – Think of a single word or phrase that fits the safe space. Bring up the image while
repeating the cue word to yourself.
Cue word: ___________________________________
Installation – Bring up the image of that place that feels safe, peaceful or calm. Concentrate on
where you feel the pleasant sensations in your body and allow yourself to enjoy them as you repeat
to yourself ** whatever your cue word is**.
Move the eyes (open or closed) from the very left of the vision to the very right, and back again,
back and forth, slowly, a few times, until you notice any sense of calm stops growing stronger.
Instead you can use the butterfly hug or tapping the knees alternately, slowly.
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Polyvagal System handout
Our nervous system keeps us alive – it helps us relax so we can digest our food, gives us the energy
to do things we need to do, to escape from danger, or fight it, and it also helps us shut down and
dissociate to avoid the worst kinds of pain when needed. But what when, due to past trauma, we get
stuck or keep finding ourselves in fight and flight or freeze and faint? How can we climb the
ladder back to safe and social?
The polyvagal nerve wanders right
round the body, picking up signals from
the lungs, stomach, and other places,
and feeding them back to the brain to
tell us how fearful we need to be. We
can use this system to help us climb the
ladder back to the safe and social state,
by activating the ventral vagal nerve.
First you need to spot it and give
yourself the time and space to deal with
it. Acknowledge you’re having a
physical response to a trigger – maybe
use a SOBER breathing space (practise
when things are ok so you can do it
when you’re triggered).
Remind yourself that your nervous
system is just trying to protect you.
Then it’s time to climb the ladder back
to safe and social...
From fight or flight: Anxiety
management helps (we focus on that more in the Overcoming Anxiety group). Breathe.. Exercise,
work it off, talk to someone, do whatever helps you feel safe (NOT your substance!).
From freeze or faint:
Deep breathing causes the ventral vagal nerve from the lungs to tell the brain everything is ok. So
try breathing in for a count of 4 and breathing out for 7 (out-breaths longer than the in-breaths).
Notice what you’re feeling in your body: just doing this can help to bring the mind out of
dissociation and help you to connect with what’s going on – feel your feet!
Move: Movement is another way to activate the ventral vagal to tell the body it’s ok, and it can
bring you out of shutdown. Shake it out!
Find a friend: is there someone safe you can be with? Social contact can help.
*Nb: You may find you pass through fight or flight on the way back up the ladder – this is a normal
part of the process - in this case it’s time for the anxiety management tips!
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Meditations
&
Other Resources
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Mindfulness of the Breath handout


Settle into a comfortable sitting position, either on a straight-backed chair or on a soft surface on the
floor, with your buttocks supported by cushions or a low stool. If you use a chair, it is very helpful to sit
away from the back of the chair, so that your spine is self supporting. If you sit on the floor, it is helpful
if your knees actually touch the floor, experiment with the height of the cushions or stool until you feel
comfortably and firmly supported.



Allow your back to adopt an erect, dignified, and comfortable posture. If sitting on a chair, place your
feet flat on the floor, with your legs uncrossed. Gently close your eyes.



Bring your awareness to the level of physical sensations by focusing your attention on the sensations of
touch and pressure in your body where it makes contact with the floor and whatever you are sitting on.
Spend a minute or two exploring these sensations, just as in the body scan.



Now bring your awareness to the changing patterns of physical sensations in the lower abdomen as the
breath moves in and out of your body. (When you first try this practice, it may be helpful to place you
hand on your lower abdomen and become aware of the changing pattern of sensations where you hand
makes contact with your abdomen. Having ‘tuned in’ to the physical sensations in this area in this way,
you can remove your hand and continue to focus on the sensation in the abdominal wall.)



Focus your awareness on the sensations of slight stretching as the abdominal wall rises with each in
breath, and of gentle deflation as it falls with each out breath. As best you can, follow with your
awareness the changing physical sensations in the lower abdomen all the way through as the breath enters
your body on the in breath and all the way through as the breath leaves your body on the out breath,
perhaps noticing the slight pauses between one in breath and the following out breath, and between one
out breath and the following in breath.



There is no need to try to control the breathing in any way – simply let the breath breathe itself. As best
you can, also bring this attitude of allowing to the rest of your experience. There is nothing to be fixed,
no particular state to be achieved. As best you can, simply allow your experience to be your experience,
without needing it to be other than it is.



Sooner or later (usually sooner), your mind will wander away from the focus on the breath in the lower
abdomen to thoughts, planning, daydreams, drifting along – whatever. This is perfectly OK – it’s simply
what minds do, it is not a mistake or a failure. When you notice that your awareness is no longer on the
breath, gently congratulate yourself – you have come back and are once more aware of your experience!
You may want to acknowledge briefly where the mind has been (“Ah, there’s thinking”). Then, gently
escort the awareness back to a focus on the changing pattern of physical sensations in the lower abdomen,
renewing the intention to pay attention to the ongoing in breath or out breath, whichever you find.



However often you notice that the mind has wandered (and this will quite likely happen over and over
again), as best you can, congratulate yourself each time on reconnecting with your experience in the
moment gently escorting the attention back to the breath, and simply resume following in awareness the
changing pattern of physical sensations that come with each in breath and out breath.



As best you can, bring a quality of kindness to your awareness, perhaps seeing the repeated wanderings of
the mind as opportunities to bring patience and gentle curiosity to your experience.



Continue with the practice for 15 minutes, or longer if you wish, perhaps reminding yourself from time to
time that the intention is simply to be aware of your experience in each moment, as best you can, using
the breath as an anchor to gently reconnect with the here and now each time you notice that your mind
has wandered and is no longer down in the abdomen, following the breath.
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Body Scan Meditation handout


Allow your eyes to close gently. Taking a few moments to get in touch with the movement
of your breath. When you are ready, bringing your attention to the physical sensations of
your body, especially to the sensations of touch or pressure, where your body makes contact
with the chair or the floor. On each out-breath, allowing yourself to let go, to sink a little
deeper into the floor, or your chair.



The intention of this practice is not to change anything or to feel different, relaxed, or calm;
this may happen or it may not. Instead, the intention of the practice is, as best you can, to
bring awareness to any sensations you fell as you focus your attention on each part of the
body. If you find your mind wandering, which it will – probably many times - gently just
bring it back to awareness of your body.



Now bringing your awareness to the physical sensations in the abdomen, becoming aware of
the sensations there as you breathe in, and as you breathe out. Taking a few minutes to feel
the changing sensations, how the in-breath feels different to the out-breath.



Now imagining that the attention is like a spotlight, shining the spotlight down the left leg
and out to the left toes – noticing what you feel here. Is there any tingling? Heat? Pressure?
Discomfort? Nothing? Not trying to change anything; just noticing whatever it is that you
feel or don’t feel in your toes.



Moving the spotlight of attention slowly up your left leg, connecting with the different parts
in the same way as you did the toes – nothing to change, just accepting whatever is there.
Then starting with the right toes and working up the right leg. Moving very slowly up the
body in this way until you reach the head.



Returning to the sensations of the breath in the abdomen for a while before opening your
eyes and reconnecting with the space around you.
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Mountain Meditation handout


Finding a comfortable position, upright and relaxed, dignified and at ease. Feeling the body
sitting upright, the sitting bones, the spine rising up and the head balanced on top. Closing or
lowering the eyes if that’s comfortable for you.



Bringing to mind a beautiful mountain and really noticing the shape, the peak, the base, any
snow, how big it is, and seeing its qualities (if visualising is difficult instead getting a sense
of the mountain). Sensing the massiveness, the stability, the groundedness of your mountain.
Spending a few minutes doing this.



Now imagining you can bring the into your body,with your head as the peak, your shoulders
and torso the sides, your buttocks and legs the stable base.. So that you become a living,
breathing mountain.. Spending some time being the mountain, unwavering in your stillness,
a centred, rooted, unmoving presence.



Noticing how there are so many changes happening to and around the mountain. Day
follows night, the seasons change, the weather, people come and have opinions about it,
animals and birds come and go – but the mountain stays the same throughout the harshest
storm, the hottest Summer, and the most pleasant Spring day. It doesn’t care what people
think of it.



Remember, we can become like a mountain, with a core of stability and groundedness.



Spending some time enjoying this strong, rooted feeling, until you are ready to finish.
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Urge Surfing handout
Beforehand, think of a challenging situation, that triggers urges to act in ways you don’t want to act
in - but NOT anything that is overwhelming (less than 5 on a scale of 0-10 for the first few times).
As you imagine it, imagine that you don’t use your substance or act out. During this meditation,
remember that you can open your eyes at any point if you need a break.



Finding a comfortable posture and close or lower the eyes. Feeling the body sitting here and
noticing what you’re touching, and letting the breath flow easily in and out.



Now bringing the scenario to mind, picturing where you are and who you’re with. And
following the story in your mind – remembering you won’t be using/drinking/acting out.
Bring to mind what you see, hear, feel like, smell, even taste – bringing it all to mind – until
the point you’re triggered.



Now pausing here for a moment. Rather than falling into the craving, or trying to push it
away, just exploring how that feels. What thoughts are there? What emotions are you
feeling? And where do you feel it in the body? What does it feel like? Naming the feelings.
And asking yourself what is it that feels intolerable? Can you stay with it and explore the
sensations? Feeling what it’s like to not engage in the behaviour. What is it you’re truly
needing? Maybe relief, freedom, excitement or time out.



You might like to imagine these strong urges as ocean waves, and use the breath as a
surfboard to stay steady. Rising and falling with the strength of the craving, keeping your
balance while the wave rises, and staying with it until it naturally starts to subside.
Becoming aware of the pattern as it rises and falls, and noticing that, without any
intervention from you, the waves fall away after they have peaked. Noticing how you can
simply stay present with the wave instead of needing to do anything. Accepting the craving
and staying with it, without giving in to it, without having to make it go away.



Now letting the scenario and sensations fade away, and bringing the awareness back to the
breath for a few breaths, before bringing attention back to the room. Maybe taking a deep
breath and moving a little bit.
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Walking Meditation handout
Walking meditation involves intentionally attending to the experience of walking itself. It involves
focusing on the sensations in your feet or your legs or, alternatively, feeling your whole body
moving. You can also integrate awareness of your breathing with the experience of walking.
We begin by making an effort to be fully aware as one foot contacts the ground, as the weight shifts
to it, as the other foot lifts and moves ahead and then comes down to make contact with the ground
it is turn. As with all the other methods we have been exploring, when the mind wanders away
from the feet or the legs or the feeling of the body walking, we simply bring it back when we
become aware of it. To deepen our concentration, we do not look around at the sights, but keep our
gaze focused in front of us. We also don’t look at our feet. They know how to walk quite well on
their own. It is an internal observation that is being cultivated, just the felt sensations of walking,
nothing more.
When we practice walking meditation, we are not trying to get anywhere. It is enough to just be
with each step, realising that you are just where you are. The trick is to be there completely. This
doesn’t mean that your mind will go along with your intention to just be with each step for very
long without a concerted effort to keep it focused. You might soon find it condemning the whole
exercise, calling it stupid, useless, idiotic. Or your mind might start to play games with the pace or
with balancing, or have you looking around or thinking of other things. As you become aware of
this activity, return your attention to the feet, legs and body. It’s a good idea to start with awareness
of the feet and legs and practise that for a while. Then, when your concentration is stronger, you can
expand the field of awareness to include a sense of your whole body walking.
You can practise mindful walking at any pace. We sometimes do it very slowly, so that one step
might take a minute. This allows you to really be with each movement from moment to moment.
But we also practise it at a more natural pace. You can practise being aware even when moving
quickly – you will find that you won’t be able to be with each step so easily, but you can shift your
awareness instead to a sense of your body as a whole moving through space. So even when rushing
you can be mindful, if you remember.
There are probably circumstances of one kind or another in your life in which you have to be
walking, whether you like it or not. These can be wonderful occasions to bring awareness to your
walking and thereby transform it from a dull, mostly unconscious chore into something rich and
nurturing. If we bring awareness to our walking during these routine tasks, it will short-circuit the
automatic-pilot mode and make our routine experiences more vivid and actually more interesting,
and leave us calmer and less exhausted at the end.
In summary, any time you find yourself walking is a good time to practice mindfulness. And
sometimes it’s good to find an isolated spot and do it formally as well, back and forth, step by step,
moment by moment, walking gently on the earth, in step with your life, being exactly where you
are.
(Adapted from “Full Catastrophe Living” by Jon Zabat-Zinn)
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Kindness
Naomi Shihab Nye
Before you know what kindness really is
you must lose things,
feel the future dissolve in a moment
like salt in a weakened broth.
What you held in your hand,
what you counted and carefully saved,
all this must go so you know
how desolate the landscape can be
between the regions of kindness.
How you ride and ride
thinking the bus will never stop,
the passengers eating maize and chicken
will stare out the window forever.
Before you learn the tender gravity of kindness,
you must travel where the Indian in a white poncho
lies dead by the side of the road.
You must see how this could be you,
how he too was someone
who journeyed through the night with plans
and the simple breath that kept him alive.
Before you know kindness as the deepest thing inside,
you must know sorrow as the other deepest thing.
You must wake up with sorrow.
You must speak to it till your voice
catches the thread of all sorrows
and you see the size of the cloth.
Then it is only kindness that makes sense any more,
only kindness that ties your shoes
and sends you out into the day to mail letters and purchase bread,
only kindness that raises its head
from the crowd of the world to say,
“It is I you have been looking for”,
and then goes with you everywhere
like a shadow or a friend.
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The Guesthouse
Rumi

This being human is a guest house,
Every morning a new arrival.
A joy, a depression, a meanness,
some momentary awareness comes
as an unexpected visitor.
Welcome and entertain them all!
Even if they’re a crowd of sorrows,
who violently sweep your house
empty of its furniture,
still, treat each guest honorably.
He may be clearing you out
for some new delight.
The dark thought, the shame, the malice,
meet them at the door laughing,
and invite them in.
Be grateful for whoever comes,
because each has been sent
as a guide from beyond.
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The Time to be Slow
John O’Donohue

This is the time to be slow,
Lie low to the wall
Until the bitter weather passes.

Try, as best you can, not to let
The wire brush of doubt
Scrape from your heart
All sense of yourself
And your hesitant light.

If you remain generous,
Time will come good;
And you will find your feet
Again on fresh pastures of promise,
Where the air will be kind
And blushed with beginning.
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The Summer Day
Mary Oliver
Who made the world?
Who made the swan, and the black bear?
Who made the grasshopper?
This grasshopper I mean the one who has flung herself out of the grass,
the one who is eating sugar out of my hand,
who is moving her jaws back and forth instead of up and down who is gazing around with her enormous and complicated eyes.
Now she lifts her pale forearms and thoroughly washes her face.
Now she snaps her wings open and floats away.
I don’t know exactly what a prayer is.
I do know how to pay attention, how to fall down
into the grass, how to kneel down in the grass,
how to be idle and blessed, how to stroll through the fields,
which is what I have been doing all day.
Tell me, what else should I have done?
Doesn’t everything die at last, and too soon?
Tell me, what is it you plan to do
with your one wild and precious life?
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The ABC of Mindful Recovery
We deliberately keep returning our

A

ttention non-judgmentally to an anchor in the present moment,
in order to learn to

B

e with whatever arises, both pleasant and unpleasant.
This reduces the need to chase the pleasant and
avoid the unpleasant, so helps us make

C

wiser

hoices - and reduces the need for substances.
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The Mindful Recovery COW
Take the pressure off, give yourself time and bring the following attitudes to your
experience:

Curiosity:

getting interested in experience

Open-mindedness:

not knowing what
is coming next

Willingness:

allowing whatever
happens, without judgment
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Stop

and step out of autopilot

Observe

experience -thoughts, feelings,
body sensations, impulses

Breath

- feel the breath
(or another area of focus)

Expand

awareness to whole body

Respond

Stop

instead of reacting

and step out of autopilot

Observe

experience -thoughts, feelings,
body sensations, impulses

Breath

– feel the breath
(or another area of focus)

Expand

awareness to whole body

Respond

instead of reacting

Record of Sessions
Date
No
(e.g.)16/5/19 4

Title
Picking yourself up

Notes
Did walking meditation instead
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